From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: February 2, 2004 at 9:48 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int, Wofford Students (WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int)
WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int

Wofford College Daily Announcements
Monday, February 2, 2004
- Mathematics Candidate to Speak
- Taize Communion Service
- Lost and Found

Mathematics Candidate to Speak

Today, Monday Feb.2, Mr. Jason Parsley, a doctoral candidate at The University of Pennsylvania, will speak on a
topic of general mathematical interest as part of his interview for the mathematics position. All are invited and
encouraged to attend.

Taize Communion Service

Feel the warmth of God's love through our candlelight Taize' Service, every Tuesday evening at 5:15 p.m. in
Mickel Chapel.

Lost and Found

Found: 2 keys on a ring and a hair brush left in Student Affairs Lobby 2 (2nd floor of the Campus Life Building
in Volunteer Services). Contact Debbie S. Deas at x4403 to claim.

Wofford College Daily Announcements may be submitted to the following address:
http://www.woffordcollege.org/blastemail
Messages must be received the day before the announcement is to be posted.
All announcements are subject to approval
Lost and Found Items may be submitted to the following address:
http://www.woffordcollege.org/blastemail/lost.asp

From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Promotion
Date: February 2, 2004 at 1:20 PM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int

Effective today, February 2, 2004, Mr. Bill Littlefield is promoted to Physical Plant
Assistant Director. Please extend your congratulations and continued support to Bill as he
assumes his new responsibilities.
Tom Rocks

From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: February 3, 2004 at 9:31 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int, Wofford Students (WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int)
WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int

Wofford College Student Daily Announcements
Tuesday, February 03, 2004
- Spirituality Sessions
- Civil Rights Documentary
- Duke and UNC on the big screen
- Merck Pharmaceutical Interviews - Feb. 13, 2004
- Barking Brigade
- Let's Stand Together
- SAC Welcome Back Night: Comedian Cary Long
- Tutors Wanted
- Study Abroad Representatives on Campus
- Baseball Promo Patrol Wants You!
- Free Concert
- Lost and Found

Spirituality Sessions
Think. Meet. Question. Consider. Spirituality Sessions, a spiritual formation/discussion group will meet through
the Spring Semester. We are looking for a diverse, committed group of people to meet weekly on Wednesday
evenings at 10 pm. Good conversation, a good book and good food will be the focus of our group. We will
discuss Jim Thomas' Streetwise Spirituality. Food will be provided free by Zaxby's. If you are interested, contact
RobinsonRR1@wofford.edu or FrazierEQ@wofford.edu to sign up. Sign ups will end February 6th.

Civil Rights Documentary
A screening of "Negroes with Guns: Rob Williams and Black Power," a new documentary about Civil Rights
activist Robert F. Williams, followed by a panel discussion with Williams' widow, Mabel Williams, and three
historians is scheduled for this Thursday, Feb. 5 at 6:00 pm. (A reception begins at 6:00, screening at 7:00, and
panel discussion at 8:15). Events will be held at the Afro-American Cultural Center, 401 North Myers Street in
Charlotte. Contact Dr. Neighbors at neighborsjr@wofford.edu or x4608 if you're interested in going. The AfroAmerican Center is hoping for a head count as soon as possible (limited number of seats in the auditorium), so
please contact Dr. Neighbors quickly if you'd like to go.

Duke and UNC on the big screen

The DAWGs would like to invite all students, faculty and staff to the McMillan Theater to watch one of the best
rivalries in College Basketball. Duke and UNC will tip off at 9:00 PM Thursday night. (Body painting is
acceptable, just don't make a mess.)

Merck Pharmaceutical Interviews - Feb. 13, 2004

On Friday, February 13, Merck Pharmaceuticals will conduct interviews in the Career Services Office for sales
rep positions in the Upstate. The overall GPA requirement is 3.0; a science major is not required but science
coursework and an interest in science are strongly preferred. Sign up and submit a resume to Career Services
ASAP.

Barking Brigade

Students, faculty and staff have an opportunity to become part of the 'Taco Dog Barking Brigade' on Thurs.,
February 5th from 11:30 am to 1:00 pm upstairs in the Burwell Building.
Purchase your official 'Barking Brigade' t-shirt for only $5.00 and get a $5.00 gift certificate to Taco Dog
Taqueria and American Grill located in the Hillcrest Shopping Center.
Be Loud. Wear the Shirt. And join the ranks of the 'Taco Dog Barking Brigade' on Thursday.

Let's Stand Together

Come one, come all to our Fourth Annual Literary Salon 2004: A United Stand to Embrace Our Heritage, a
celebration of African-American heritage through artistic expression. Anyone in the Wofford and Spartanburg
community, regardless of race, is invited to attend. If you are interested in performing please contact our staff at
literarysalon2004@hotmail.com. Some performance ideas include reading poetry, singing, dancing, speeches, etc.
So come out to celebrate with us and we can't wait to see you there.

SAC Welcome Back Night: Comedian Cary Long

Welcome Back Night, sponsored by SAC, is a great chance for you to catch up with your friends and start the
spring semester off right. Tonight’s event features comedian, Cary Long, who has appeared on the Tonight Show
with Jay Leno, Evening at the Improv, VH-1 Standup, and 4-Time Winner; Semi-Finalist on Star Search. Cary
kicked off his east-coast tour last night at Georgia Tech and is also a favorite on the campuses of Notre Dame,
Florida State, and Southern California, as well as many others.
Don’t miss your chance to see Cary Long live tonight at 8pm in Zach’s. Complimentary hot chocolate and coffee
will be available.

Tutors Wanted

The Homework Tutorial Program at the Middle Tyger Community Center YMCA operates on Tuesdays,
Wednesdays and Thursdays from 3-5pm, and serves children and youth from 1st though 12th grades.
They are looking for tutors and are especially interested in tutors from Wofford. If you're interested, contact the
coordinator of the program, Donna Dawkins at 864.439.7760.
Message sponsored by Volunteer Services at Wofford College.

Study Abroad Representatives on Campus

Tuesday, February 11th at 11:00 a.m. a representative from SIT, the School for International Training will be on

Tuesday, February 11th at 11:00 a.m. a representative from SIT, the School for International Training will be on
campus. These are program offerings new to Wofford so please come by to hear about exciting new opportunities
for study abroad in locations such Cuba, Kenya, Botswana, Fiji, Somoa, Morocco, and more.
Wednesday, February 12th from 4-6 p.m. Barrie Short, our IES representative (Institute for the International
Education of Students) will be here for students to meet and hear about programs in London, Argentina, Spain,
Austria, New Zealand, and more. Pizza will be served at this drop-in. The locations for both meetings will be
announced later.

Baseball Promo Patrol Wants You

Do you want to be an integral part of the new era in Wofford baseball at our new on-campus ballpark?
If so, become a member of the 'Promo Patrol' at home games. 'Promo Patrol' members will assist with on-field
between-inning promotions and other interactive contests with fans. You will get a Wofford baseball t-shirt and
other incentives for helping.
Call Lenny at 4110 or Rachel at 5460 or e-mail mathisld@wofford.edu to sign up.

Free Concert - PSA

Josh Lamkin and Eliot Bronson in concert at our PSA House at 7 pm on Tuesday, February 3. We are always
excited to have Josh here in concert. Now, we are excited to have the addition of Eliot. After our concert, they are
on their New England tour.
www.spartanburgpsa.org 582/5600.

Lost and Found

Lost: Small concord digital camera in a black cloth case lost in the Campus Life/Dupre hall parking lot during last
week's ice storm. If found, please call x4383
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From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: February 2, 2004 at 9:48 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int, Wofford Students (WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int)
WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int

Wofford College Daily Announcements
Monday, February 2, 2004
- Mathematics Candidate to Speak
- Taize Communion Service
- Lost and Found

Mathematics Candidate to Speak

Today, Monday Feb.2, Mr. Jason Parsley, a doctoral candidate at The University of Pennsylvania, will speak on a
topic of general mathematical interest as part of his interview for the mathematics position. All are invited and
encouraged to attend.

Taize Communion Service

Feel the warmth of God's love through our candlelight Taize' Service, every Tuesday evening at 5:15 p.m. in
Mickel Chapel.

Lost and Found

Found: 2 keys on a ring and a hair brush left in Student Affairs Lobby 2 (2nd floor of the Campus Life Building
in Volunteer Services). Contact Debbie S. Deas at x4403 to claim.

Wofford College Daily Announcements may be submitted to the following address:
http://www.woffordcollege.org/blastemail
Messages must be received the day before the announcement is to be posted.
All announcements are subject to approval
Lost and Found Items may be submitted to the following address:
http://www.woffordcollege.org/blastemail/lost.asp

From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Promotion
Date: February 2, 2004 at 1:20 PM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int

Effective today, February 2, 2004, Mr. Bill Littlefield is promoted to Physical Plant
Assistant Director. Please extend your congratulations and continued support to Bill as he
assumes his new responsibilities.
Tom Rocks

From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: February 4, 2004 at 9:21 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int

Wofford College Faculty/Staff Daily Announcements
Wednesday, February 04, 2004
- Birthday Gift
- Hear Local Ministers Thursday
- Duke and UNC on the big screen
- Campus Crusade for Christ
- Join the Barking Brigade
- Student Papers Wanted

Birthday Gift

If you were one of the lucky ones to travel during interim or if you just let the January deadline get away from
you, there is still time to make a 'Birthday Gift' to Wofford in honor of our 150th year. If you wish to make a gift
by payroll deduction beginning in February, please call (ext. 4192), mail (CPO J) or email
(clardyby@wofford.edu) your request to Beth Clardy by Thursday, Feb. 12.

Hear Local Ministers Thursday
Dr. Clay Turner of the Episcopal Church of the Advent and Dr. Kirk Neely of Morningside Baptist Church will
explain their particular church beliefs and practices to the Religion 340 Senior Seminar on American Religion
this Thursday, February 5, in the AAAS Room of Burwell, from 3:00 to 6:00 p.m. Seats are available for auditors,
and you are invited to attend.

Duke and UNC on the big screen

The DAWGs would like to invite all students, faculty and staff to the McMillan Theater to watch one of the best
rivalries in College Basketball. Duke and UNC will tip off at 9:00 PM Thursday night. (Body painting is
acceptable, just don't make a mess.)

Campus Crusade for Christ

Do you want...
-To Connect in a real community?
-To make an impact at Wofford?
-A place for spiritual growth?
-Opportunities to touch the world?
If you answered 'Yes' to any of these, come hear how you can have a part in a group on campus called Campus
Crusade for Christ. We'll even throw in Free Pizza.
When: Thurs. Feb. 5th at 6pm
Where: Student Life Center Lobby

Where: Student Life Center Lobby
Hope to see you there.

Join the Barking Brigade

In preparation for our next basketball doubleheader on February 9th, students, faculty and staff have an
opportunity to become part of the 'Taco Dog Barking Brigade' on Thurs., February 5th from 11:30 am to 1:00 pm
upstairs in the Burwell Building.
Purchase your official 'Barking Brigade' t-shirt for only $5.00 and get a $5.00 gift certificate to Taco Dog
Taqueria and American Grill located in the Hillcrest Shopping Center. ALL sizes from kids to adults are
available.
Be Loud. Wear the Shirt. And join the ranks of the 'Taco Dog Barking Brigade' on tomorrow.

Student Papers Wanted

Students who have written academic papers with gender as the central topic are encouraged to present them at
this year's Wofford Mini-Conference in March. For more information contact Dr Hitchmough at
mailto:hitchmoughsa@wofford.edu or Dr Goodchild at mailto:goodchildkh@wofford.edu

From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Curtis Anderson Services
Date: February 5, 2004 at 1:07 PM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int

There will be NO calling hours today for Curtis Anderson. People may go to Woodward Funeral home
Friday from 11:00 a.m. until 3:00 p.m. The body will be taken to the home at 5:00 p.m. and the family
will receive friends there after 5. Saturday's funeral service will still be held as previously announced at
1:00 p.m., United House of Prayer.

Talk: Candidate for Chinese Position

Our final candidate for the position in Chinese will visit campus Friday, February 6. Please welcome Professor
De-an Wu Swihart as she speaks Friday at 2:00 in Olin 213 .

Congressman Jim DeMint visiting Spartanburg
United States Congressman and U.S. Senate candidate Jim DeMint will speak at USCS this evening at 5:30 p.m.
All are invited and encouraged to attend.

Lost and Found

Lost: a Canon Elph Digital Camera. It was lost sometime last week It's in a black and grey case, with a black
strap. Reward Offered! Please contact Dakota Willimon at x4821 or willimondv@wofford.edu. Thank you!
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Messages must be received the day before the announcement is to be posted.
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Lost and Found Items may be submitted to the following address:
http://www.woffordcollege.org/blastemail/lost.asp

From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Curtis Anderson Services
Date: February 5, 2004 at 1:07 PM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int

There will be NO calling hours today for Curtis Anderson. People may go to Woodward Funeral home
Friday from 11:00 a.m. until 3:00 p.m. The body will be taken to the home at 5:00 p.m. and the family
will receive friends there after 5. Saturday's funeral service will still be held as previously announced at
1:00 p.m., United House of Prayer.

From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Convocation Announcement
Date: February 6, 2004 at 10:52 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int, Wofford Students (WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int)
WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int

Please plan to attend the special convocation honoring the 2003 football team on Thursday, February
12 at 11:00 am in Leonard Auditorium.
Mike Ayers will be the featured speaker.

From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Convocation Announcement
Date: February 6, 2004 at 10:52 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int, Wofford Students (WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int)
WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int

Please plan to attend the special convocation honoring the 2003 football team on Thursday, February
12 at 11:00 am in Leonard Auditorium.
Mike Ayers will be the featured speaker.

Talk: Candidate for Chinese Position

Our final candidate for the position in Chinese will visit campus Friday, February 6. Please welcome Professor
De-an Wu Swihart as she speaks Friday at 2:00 in Olin 213 .

Congressman Jim DeMint visiting Spartanburg
United States Congressman and U.S. Senate candidate Jim DeMint will speak at USCS this evening at 5:30 p.m.
All are invited and encouraged to attend.

Lost and Found

Lost: a Canon Elph Digital Camera. It was lost sometime last week It's in a black and grey case, with a black
strap. Reward Offered! Please contact Dakota Willimon at x4821 or willimondv@wofford.edu. Thank you!
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From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: February 6, 2004 at 11:30 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int, Wofford Students (WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int)
WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int

Wofford College Daily Announcements
Friday, February 06, 2004
- Andrews Fieldhouse Closed
- South Carolina Collegiate Entrepreneurship Award
- Orientation Staff Leaders
- Interim Pictures for the Yearbook
- Chinese Candidate Talk
- Tennis at home Saturday
- Support Group for Loss
- Mosaic Evening Service
- Basketball at Home Monday
- Lost and Found

Andrews Fieldhouse Closed

Andrews Fieldhouse will be closed for use until Monday, Feb. 9.

South Carolina Collegiate Entrepreneurship Award

$2,000 First Prize
$1,000 Second Prize
This award recognizes South Carolina undergraduate and graduate business owners for their entrepreneurial
initiatives. Applicants must be full-time students operating their own businesses. Winners will be recognized at
the U.S. SBA Small Business Week luncheon in Columbia in May, 2004. To be considered, fill out the application
which can be found in Student Affairs. Follow the instructions on the reverse side of the notice
Applications Deadline: March 15th, 2004
For more information: priscif@clemson.edu
(864) 656-7235

Orientation Staff Leaders

Looking for positive motivated student leaders to lead Orientation 2004. Applications for staff are available in
Student Affairs. Pick one up and sign up for a group interview time.
Chair applications also available. Interviews are to be scheduled on an individual basis.
Questions: Dean Bigger or Dean Wallace

Interim Pictures for the Yearbook

We need pictures from Interim. So if you stayed here, did an internship, traveled, or made up your own, we want
to know about it. Your pictures will be scanned and returned to you.
Please include:
Your name and CPO
The names and years of those in the picture
Where and what the picture is of
All pictures need to be turned in to CPO 747 by Tuesday Feb. 10.
If you have digital pictures that are 300 DPI they may be emailed to HarrisLE@wofford.edu with all the
corresponding information.

Chinese Candidate Talk

Please welcome Professor De-an Wu Swihart, candidate for the position in Chinese, as she speaks about Chinese
fiction and gives a brief Chinese lesson. Her presentation takes place Friday at 2:00 in Olin 213 .

Tennis at home Saturday

Make your way to the Reeves Tennis Center on Saturday afternoon as the men's and women's tennis teams face
Coastal Carolina.
The match begins at Noon. Show your support for the Terrier tennis program.

Support Group for Loss

Any member of the Wofford community in need of support and guidance due to a significant recent loss in his or
her life is invited to join this support group. The group will meet in the Counseling Office in the Infirmary
building. The first meeting will be next Tuesday, February 10, at 11am, but the day and time for subsequent
meetings will be determined by the schedules of the group members. If you are interested or have questions,
please contact Michelle George at ext.4373 or georgemf@wofford.edu.

Mosaic Evening Service

The Mosaic Worship Service will begin this Sunday, 7:00 p.m., McMillan Theatre. Join Wofford student for
music, film, art and a message.

Basketball at home Monday

The men's and women's basketball teams are in action at the Benjamin Johnson Arena on Monday night, Feb. 9th.
The women face Appalachian State at 5:00 and the men take on UNC Greensboro at 7:00.
Remember to become part of the new Wofford spirit group, the Taco Dog Barking Brigade, at the game on

Remember to become part of the new Wofford spirit group, the Taco Dog Barking Brigade, at the game on
Monday. Barking Brigade shirts will be on-sale for $5.00 and with your shirt purchase you get a $5.00 gift
certificate to Taco Dog.
Be Loud. Wear the Shirt. Join the ranks of the Barking Brigade.

Lost and Found

Lost: Black fleece North Face jacket in a small sometime over interim in Olin. Contact Ashley Clary Ext. 4818
claryav@wofford.edu
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Wanda Dutton from the School for International Training (SIT) will be here Tuesday,
February 10 at 11:00 a.m. in Olin 213.
Barrie Short from the Institute for the International Education of Students (IES) will be on
campus Wednesday, February 11 from 4 until 6 p.m. in Olin 213. Pizza will be served.
Please contact ext. 4510 for more information.
Zoolander @ McMillan

After the basketball game come to McMillan theatre at 9:00 to watch Zoolander, supported by the New Dorm
RA's.

Pre Law Society Meeting

There will be a meeting for current members as well as any students interested in joining Phi Alpha Delta on
Tuesday, February 10th at 7pm in Shipp Hall Lounge. We will be discussing programs and speakers for the
semester and initiation of new members. If you will not be able to attend or have any questions, please contact
Melissa Fried (friedma@wofford.edu). Thanks.

College Bowl Team Places 3rd at Sectionals

In their first time competing at NAQT Sectionals, the Wofford College Bowl Team took 3rd place in the Division
II competition, finishing slightly behind 1st place Emory and 2nd place Athens State. On the way to a 10-3 record
for the competition, Wofford defeated teams from the University of Florida, Tulane University, and UTChattanooga, and finished several places ahead of the two teams from Furman.
The Wofford team was made up of five students: Ben Ingram, Ben McCraw, Elizabeth Weaver, Lena Sandifer and
Carmela Orsini, all of whom performed extremely well. The 'two Bens' both placed among the top ten individual
scorers.
The College Bowl Team will wrap up its season in two weeks when it travels to Knoxville for the CBI Regional
Tournament.

PSA: Love is in the air

Join us Tuesday at 7 pm for dinner, worship, prayer and our program: Love is in the air.
582/5600 spartanburgpsa.org

Baseball promotions meeting

Students interested in helping with the baseball promotions team, please make plans to be at a short meeting on
either:
Tuesday, Feb. 10 at 3:30 pm OR

From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Opening Convocation - Tuesday, February 10
Date: February 9, 2004 at 3:57 PM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int, Wofford Students (WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int)
WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int

Opening Convocation for Spring Semester will be held tomorrow at 11:00 am in Leonard
Auditorium.
All members of the campus community are encouraged to attend this event. Dr. Ron
Robinson will speak and organist Bradford Gee will perform a recital. Mr. Gee's program
includes works by Marcello, Heron, Bach and several 20th century composers.

From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Opening Convocation - Tuesday, February 10
Date: February 9, 2004 at 3:57 PM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int, Wofford Students (WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int)
WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int

Opening Convocation for Spring Semester will be held tomorrow at 11:00 am in Leonard
Auditorium.
All members of the campus community are encouraged to attend this event. Dr. Ron
Robinson will speak and organist Bradford Gee will perform a recital. Mr. Gee's program
includes works by Marcello, Heron, Bach and several 20th century composers.

Tuesday, Feb. 10 at 3:30 pm OR
Wednesday, Feb. 11 at 3:30 pm
in the athletic administration conference room.
If you are unable to make these meeting times, but want to help, call Lenny Mathis at ext. 4110.

Lost and Found

Lost: a brown Nine West wallet in Shipp on Friday night. If found please contact Melissa Fried at ext.
5436 friedma@woford.edu.
Found: A set of keys at the row Friday night. The keys are to a Ford vehicle, a Toyota vehicle, and the dorm key
says "S - 250", which I'm assuming is Shipp. Contact Bailey, at ext. 5263 to claim.

From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: February 10, 2004 at 9:32 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int, Wofford Students (WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int)
WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int

Wofford College Daily Announcements
Tuesday, February 10, 2004
- Spring Convocation - Tuesday, Feb. 10th
- Football Convocation - Thursday, Feb. 12th
- Interview with Palmetto Bank
- Spring Admission Events
- Volunteer in the Reading Festival
- How About Some Church’s Chicken?
- Celebrate V-day
- Holy Communion
- Spring Convocation - Tuesday, Feb. 10th
- What is the Barking Brigade?
- Holy Communion
- Last Chance for Interim Pictures

Spring Convocation - Tuesday, Feb. 10th

Organist Bradford Gee will perform a recital as part of Opening Convocation for the spring semester on Tuesday,
Feb. 10th at 11 a.m. in Leonard Auditorium.
Mr. Gee's program includes works by Marcello, Heron, Bach and several 20th century composers.
All members of the campus community are invited and encouraged to attend this event.

Football Convocation - Thursday, Feb. 12th

There will be a special convocation honoring the 2003 football team on Thursday, Feb. 12 at 11:00 in Leonard
Auditorium. Head Coach Mike Ayers is the featured speaker.

Interview with Palmetto Bank

On Tuesday, March 2, Palmetto Bank will hold interviews in the Career Services Office for their management
training program. Requirements are a minimum overall GPA of 2.85 in one of the business majors. Come by
Career Services to sign up and to submit your resume.

Spring Admission Events

Please put these dates on your calendar:
Saturday, April 17: Spring Hospitality Program.
High school juniors are invited to campus for a glimpse into the Wofford community.
Contact Ellen Cartee at x4134 for more information.

Contact Ellen Cartee at x4134 for more information.
Sunday & Monday, April 18-19: Night & Day Overnight Program.
Accepted students are invited to stay overnight on campus and attend class the next morning.
Contact Jenni Lister at x4135 for more information.

Volunteer in the Reading Festival

Want to get involved with book signings, story telling, face painting, and other activities for the whole family? If
so, on Saturday, March 6th from 10am-4pm, the Spartanburg Public Library is hosting a reading festival.
Volunteers are needed to either work the full day or two hour shifts throughout the day. For more information,
contact Laura Perricone at 596-3500 ext. 1258.
This message is sponsored by Volunteer Services.

How About Some Church’s Chicken?

Souljahs for Christ, a Wofford chartered organization, will be having its weekly Bible study discussion Thursday
February 12, 2004 in Shipp Hall lounge at 9:00. Come enjoy Christian fellowship, growth, and some good food.
Everyone is welcome to come.

Celebrate V-day

Celebrate V-day by attending the Vagina Monologues on Friday 13th or Saturday 14th at 8pm or on Sunday at
2pm in the Tony White Theatre. Tickets are $4 for students and part of the proceeds will go to Safe Homes in
Spartanburg. To reserve tickets call x4080.

Holy Communion

Feel the warmth of God's love every Tuesday evening at 5:15 p.m. in Mickel Chapel by participating in the Holy
Communion Service.

Spring Convocation - Tuesday, Feb. 10th

Organist Bradford Gee will perform a recital as part of Opening Convocation for the spring semester on Tuesday,
Feb. 10th at 11 a.m. in Leonard Auditorium.
Mr. Gee's program includes works by Marcello, Heron, Bach and several 20th century composers.
All members of the campus community are invited and encouraged to attend this event.

What is the Barking Brigade?

Over the last week, many of students have asked 'What is the 'Barking Brigade' and how does it work?'

From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Important Announcement
Date: February 10, 2004 at 9:35 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int, Wofford Students (WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int)
WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int

Cards, Keys and Locks
Welcome Back. Not that the drop/add has passed, we hope everyone is comfortable with their
schedule for second semester. As we begin the new term, we remind new faculty, staff and students to
come by the Public Safety Office, have an ID card made and register their vehicles.
Vehicles: All unregistered vehicles are subject to ticketing and towing. If you did not purchase a
permit last semester, you have until Wednesday, February 11, 2004 at noon to do so without occurring
additional tickets.
Parking: Students, please do not park in faculty or staff parking places. Do not park illegally, in
spaces marked for visitors, in handicapped spaces or on the campus drive. This means do not drive to
meals. Do not park on the curb at the Burwell Building.
Card-Keys: Students if you have misplaced your card-key or it does not work properly, please come by
the office and get a new one.
Protect Yourself: Lock you vehicles, make sure that there are no valuables in sight and lock your
room and office doors. Wofford is a very open campus, and we can never be too careful.
Thank you for your cooperation,
Wofford Public Safety
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From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: February 11, 2004 at 9:41 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int, Wofford Students (WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int)
WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int

Wofford College Daily Announcements
Wednesday, February 11, 2004
- Convocation to Honor Football Team
- Intramural Basketball
- Internationally Acclaimed Guitarist at Wofford
- Rotaract Club Meeting
- Study Abroad Applications
- Guest Speakers on American Religion Thursday
- Black and Gold Ball
- Terriers vs. Cougars Tonight
- Summer Internships at Milliken
- Summer employment for seniors
- Ultimate Frisbee
- Lost and Found

Convocation to Honor Football Team
There will be a special convocation honoring the 2003 football team Feb. 12 at 11:00 am in Leonard Auditorium.
Head Coach Mike Ayers is the featured speaker. Please plan to attend.
Intramural Basketball

Just a reminder to anyone interested in intramural basketball, rosters must be turned in by today, Wednesday
February 11, at 5:00 PM. Play will start on Monday, February 16. Please contact Coach McKillop with any
questions, comments or concerns.

Internationally Acclaimed Guitarist at Wofford

Dimitri Illarionov, a young Russian who has won classical guitar competitions in Belgium, Poland, Russia, the
Czech Republic, and the United States, will be performing this Thursday, Feb. 12, in Wofford's Troubadour
Series, Papadopoulos Building, 7:00 pm. Please visit his Web site at www.illarionov.com.

Rotaract Club Meeting

Are you interested in the Rotaract Club? We will be having our first meeting this semester in the AAAS room in
Burwell. Be sure to join us in the faculty line at 12:00 this Thursday the 12th.

Study Abroad Applications

From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: February 12, 2004 at 9:56 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int, Wofford Students (WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int)
WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int

Wofford College Daily Announcements
Thursday, February 12, 2004

- March Madness the Wofford Way
- Phone System Maintenance
- Judicial Commission
- Literary Salon 2004
- Reading & Mentoring with Children
- Internationally Acclaimed Guitarist at Wofford
- A Terrier gets you $50
- PSA Bible Fellowship
- Rotaract Club Meeting
- Celebrate V-Day
- Mosaic
- Lost and Found

March Madness the Wofford Way
Get your teams together for the Inaugural Student Alumni Association 3 on 3 Basketball Tournament and
Cookout - Sunday, March 14th in the newly renovated Andrews Field House. The tournament will start at 2pm
and our champions will be crowned around 6:30pm. Registration forms available in Burwell. Great Prizes,
Hoops & Fun.
More information to come...

Phone System Maintenance
We will be completing the routine maintenance on the phone systems for East Milliken, Daniel, Black Science
Annex and the Row Thursday, February 12 from 4:15pm until 6pm. During this time, there may be service
outages and/or call disconnections. Please do not report phone problems for these areas unless they continue after
the maintenance has been completed at 6pm.
We apologize for any inconvenience this may cause and thank you for your cooperation.
IT Department

Judicial Commission
Reminder that Judicial Commission Petitions are due on Friday, February 13, 2004. You may also pick up
petitions for Campus Union Delegate starting on Friday, February 13, 2004.
Literary Salon 2004
Come one, come all to the Fourth Annual Literary Salon: A United Stand to Embrace Our Heritage. This will
be a celebration of African-American heritage through artistic expression, such as, poetry, dance, song, speeches,
etc. The program will be held in the Papadopoulos Room on February 19- at 7 pm. It is our desire that all facets

etc. The program will be held in the Papadopoulos Room on February 19- at 7 pm. It is our desire that all facets
of the Wofford and Spartanburg communities will unite to reflect and celebrate work by African-Americans.
If you are interested in performing in the show, please limit your performance to 4 minutes. The deadline to sign
up is February 13th at 5pm. Please email us at literarysalon2004@hotmail.com to confirm your participation in
the program. Thanks and we look forward to seeing all of you there.

Reading & Mentoring with Children

Park Hills Elementary School is looking for some helpers to assist with their Academic Mentoring Program,
HOSTS (Helping One Student to Succeed). Volunteers are welcome from Monday-Thursday for just 30 minutes
between 8.15am-12pm and 12.30pm-1pm. For more information and/or to sign up, please contact Karen Rogers
at 594.4465.
This message is sponsored by Volunteer Services.
Internationally Acclaimed Guitarist at Wofford

Dimitri Illarionov, a young Russian who has won classical guitar competitions in Belgium, Poland, Russia, the
Czech Republic, and the United States, will be performing this Thursday, Feb. 12, in Wofford's Troubadour
Series, Papadopoulos Building, 7:00 pm. Please visit his Web site at www.illarionov.com.
A Terrier gets you $50

Wanna help out with Terrier Play Day?
Can You Draw?
Wanna win $50 bucks?
If you said yes to all three questions then enter the Terrier Play Day T-shirt Challenge. Send all designs for the
2004 Terrier Play Day T-Shirt to CPO 566. All entries are due Feb. 27th. Remember, the winning design is worth
$50 dollars so get your drawings in today.
Send questions to: EgbuniweMN@Wofford.edu
PSA Bible Fellowship

Join us at our student led Bible fellowship Thursday at 5:15 pm in Zach's.
Rotaract Club Meeting

Are you interested in the Rotaract Club? We will be having our first meeting this semester in the AAAS room in
Burwell. Be sure to join us in the faculty line at 12:00 this Thursday the 12th
Celebrate V-Day

February 14th is not only St. Patrick's Day, but V-DAY as well. V-DAY is a global movement to end violence
against women and girls. Help celebrate by attending 'The Vagina Monologues' on Friday and Saturday (13,14) at
8pm and on Sunday at 2pm in the Tony White Theatre. Part of your contribution of $4 (student price) will be
given to Safe Homes of Spartanburg.

given to Safe Homes of Spartanburg.
Mosaic

Mosaic (Putting Together The Pieces) featuring Music, Art, Film and a Message. Sunday, February 15, 7:00 p.m.,
McMillan Theatre.

Lost and Found

Found: a walkie-talkie antenna in front of the Rodger Milliken Science Center. Contact Lisa Thomas in Biology
at 4620 to claim.
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Mosaic

Mosaic (Putting Together The Pieces) featuring Music, Art, Film and a Message. Sunday, February 15, 7:00 p.m.,
McMillan Theatre.

Lost and Found

Found: a walkie-talkie antenna in front of the Rodger Milliken Science Center. Contact Lisa Thomas in Biology
at 4620 to claim.
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From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: February 13, 2004 at 9:38 AM
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Wofford College Daily Announcements
Friday, February 13, 2004
- Allyn Steele Honored by USA Today
- Literary Salon 2004
- Driving to Charlotte Saturday?
- Wofford Writers Series Presents Brad Watson
- Mathematics Candidate to Speak
- Intramural Basketball
- 2004 Helmus Contest
- Mosaic Service
- Yearbook Staff for Next Year
- Terriers vs. Paladins on Saturday
- The Vagina Monologues This Weekend Only
- Lost and Found

Allyn Steele Honored by USA Today
Allyn Steele, current Presidential International Scholar, was selected for the second team of USA Today's 2004
All-USA College Academic Teams. All of Wofford College should celebrate Allyn's achievement---he is among
the top 40 students in the nation.
Wofford is the only SC institution with a student on any of the USA Today academic teams.
This is the highest recognition by USA Today of a Wofford student. Former presidential scholars Kris Neely and
Allyson Gibson were both selected as honorable mentions for USA Today's academic teams.

Literary Salon 2004
Come one, come all to the Fourth Annual Literary Salon: A United Stand to Embrace Our Heritage. This will
be a celebration of African-American heritage through artistic expression, such as, poetry, dance, song, speeches,
etc. The program will be held in the Papadopoulos Room on February 19- at 7 pm. It is our desire that all facets
of the Wofford and Spartanburg communities will unite to reflect and celebrate work by African-Americans.
If you are interested in performing in the show, please limit your performance to 4 minutes. The deadline to sign
up is February 13th at 5pm. Please email us at literarysalon2004@hotmail.com to confirm your participation in
the program. Thanks and we look forward to seeing all of you there.

Driving to Charlotte Saturday?

I am trying to find a student who might be able to take our Troubadour Series artist to the Charlotte airport on
Saturday morning. Please contact me as soon as possible if you or someone you know is heading to Charlotte this
weekend. Thanks, Dr. Akers x4261.

weekend. Thanks, Dr. Akers x4261.

Wofford Writers Series Presents Brad Watson

Brad Watson, whose novel The Heaven of Mercury was nominated for a National Book Award, will be visiting
campus on February 19. Please join us for an informal question-answer session at 3:30 in Shipp Hall Lounge and
a reading at 7:30 in the MacMillan Theater.

Mathematics Candidate to Speak

Dr. Leigh Lunsford of the University of Alabama Huntsville will give a talk of general mathematical interest
today at 4:00 p.m. in Olin 213. Everyone is cordially invited.

Intramural Basketball

The intramural basketball schedule will be posted on Sunday afternoon. We are in the process of finalizing the
schedule today. Thanks for your interest. Play will start Monday evening.

2004 Helmus Contest

Need money?
Don't forget the March 1st deadline for submissions to the Wofford Helmus Contest.
The Helmus Award is given to two students each year in the areas of poetry and short fiction, so even if you don't
consider yourself much of a 'writer,' don't pass up this opportunity to make money. Please submit all work and/or
questions to Kenny Camacho, editor of The Journal either by campus mail at CPO 365 or email at
camachokm@wofford.edu.

Mosaic Service

Mosaic Service, Sunday evenings, 7:00 p.m., MacMillan Theatre - Featuring Music, Art, Film and a message.

Yearbook Staff for Next Year

Soon the Publications Board will be interviewing students for the positions of editor, section editor(s), and
photographer for next year's Bohemian. If you have questions or want to pick up an application, see Dr. Trakas
(Main 328) or Lauren Dempsey.

Terriers vs. Paladins on Saturday

Coming off Wednesday's thrilling win over College of Charleston, the Terriers now look ahead to Saturday night's
showdown with the Furman Paladins.
Tip-off at the Benjamin Johnson Arena is 7:00 pm. Show your support for the Terriers and spend part of your
Valentine's Night with us.
Be Loud. Wear the shirt. Join the ranks.
Taco Dog Barking Brigade -- call 4110 for more info.

The Vagina Monologues - This Weekend Only

Help celebrate V-DAY by attending The Vagina Monologues this weekend at 8pm on Friday and Saturday and at
2pm on Sunday. Call to reserve your tickets at 4080. Your contribution, or ticket price, will be going to Safe
Homes Rape Crisis Coalition. Hope to see you there.

Lost and Found
Lost: white gold hoop with three small diamonds either on the lawn between Dupree and Shipp or on the second
floor of old main- if found please contact Arden Dickinson 266-2071
Found: two jackets near the arena on Wed., Feb. 11th. One black and one red. Contact Student Affairs, ext.
4040.
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Coming off Wednesday's thrilling win over College of Charleston, the Terriers now look ahead to Saturday night's
showdown with the Furman Paladins.
Tip-off at the Benjamin Johnson Arena is 7:00 pm. Show your support for the Terriers and spend part of your
Valentine's Night with us.
Be Loud. Wear the shirt. Join the ranks.
Taco Dog Barking Brigade -- call 4110 for more info.

The Vagina Monologues - This Weekend Only

Help celebrate V-DAY by attending The Vagina Monologues this weekend at 8pm on Friday and Saturday and at
2pm on Sunday. Call to reserve your tickets at 4080. Your contribution, or ticket price, will be going to Safe
Homes Rape Crisis Coalition. Hope to see you there.

Lost and Found
Lost: white gold hoop with three small diamonds either on the lawn between Dupree and Shipp or on the second
floor of old main- if found please contact Arden Dickinson 266-2071
Found: two jackets near the arena on Wed., Feb. 11th. One black and one red. Contact Student Affairs, ext.
4040.
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From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Announcement
Date: February 13, 2004 at 3:32 PM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int

Planned Administrators, Inc. (PAI) Site Visit
Ms. Gertie Farnum, PAI Claims Supervisor, will be on campus Thursday, February 26th from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00
p.m. to answer your questions about claims, claims processing, explanation of benefits (EOB), and any other
questions or issues you may have. PAI is committed to providing quality customer service and Ms. Farnum’s visit
supports that commitment. Please take advantage of this great opportunity by scheduling an appointment through
Human Resources at extension 4230.

etc. The program will be held in the Papadopoulos Room on February 19- at 7 pm. It is our desire that all facets
of the Wofford and Spartanburg communities will unite to reflect and celebrate work by African-Americans.
If you are interested in performing in the show, please limit your performance to 4 minutes. The deadline to sign
up is February 13th at 5pm. Please email us at literarysalon2004@hotmail.com to confirm your participation in
the program. Thanks and we look forward to seeing all of you there.

Reading & Mentoring with Children

Park Hills Elementary School is looking for some helpers to assist with their Academic Mentoring Program,
HOSTS (Helping One Student to Succeed). Volunteers are welcome from Monday-Thursday for just 30 minutes
between 8.15am-12pm and 12.30pm-1pm. For more information and/or to sign up, please contact Karen Rogers
at 594.4465.
This message is sponsored by Volunteer Services.
Internationally Acclaimed Guitarist at Wofford

Dimitri Illarionov, a young Russian who has won classical guitar competitions in Belgium, Poland, Russia, the
Czech Republic, and the United States, will be performing this Thursday, Feb. 12, in Wofford's Troubadour
Series, Papadopoulos Building, 7:00 pm. Please visit his Web site at www.illarionov.com.
A Terrier gets you $50

Wanna help out with Terrier Play Day?
Can You Draw?
Wanna win $50 bucks?
If you said yes to all three questions then enter the Terrier Play Day T-shirt Challenge. Send all designs for the
2004 Terrier Play Day T-Shirt to CPO 566. All entries are due Feb. 27th. Remember, the winning design is worth
$50 dollars so get your drawings in today.
Send questions to: EgbuniweMN@Wofford.edu
PSA Bible Fellowship

Join us at our student led Bible fellowship Thursday at 5:15 pm in Zach's.
Rotaract Club Meeting

Are you interested in the Rotaract Club? We will be having our first meeting this semester in the AAAS room in
Burwell. Be sure to join us in the faculty line at 12:00 this Thursday the 12th
Celebrate V-Day

February 14th is not only St. Patrick's Day, but V-DAY as well. V-DAY is a global movement to end violence
against women and girls. Help celebrate by attending 'The Vagina Monologues' on Friday and Saturday (13,14) at
8pm and on Sunday at 2pm in the Tony White Theatre. Part of your contribution of $4 (student price) will be
given to Safe Homes of Spartanburg.

given to Safe Homes of Spartanburg.
Mosaic

Mosaic (Putting Together The Pieces) featuring Music, Art, Film and a Message. Sunday, February 15, 7:00 p.m.,
McMillan Theatre.

Lost and Found

Found: a walkie-talkie antenna in front of the Rodger Milliken Science Center. Contact Lisa Thomas in Biology
at 4620 to claim.
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From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: February 16, 2004 at 2:54 PM
To: Wofford Students (WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int) WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int, Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int)
WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int

Wofford College Daily Announcements
Monday, February 16, 2004
- Holy Communion
- Officer Speeches and Voting
- Until the Violence Stops: The Vagina Monologues
- LSAT practice
- Washington Internships
- Milliken internship interviews deadline
- Lost and Found

Holy Communion
Feel the warmth of God's love at the candlelight service of Holy Communion every Tuesday at 5:15 p.m., Mickel
Chapel.

Officer Speeches and Voting
Reminder: Student Body Officer Elections are this Wednesday and will be conducted online. Please come
support these candidates by being present at their speeches in Leonard Auditorium today at 5:00PM. We will see
you there!

Until the Violence Stops: The Vagina Monologues

Lifetime Television will be airing a special showing of 'Until the Violence Stops: The Vagina Monologues'
featuring Selma Hayek, Lisa Gay Hamilton, and Rosie Perez. The showing will be at 10:00 pm in McMillan
Theater. Come out and discuss and learn how you can take part in stopping the violence against women.

LSAT practice

There will be a practice LSAT offered Wednesday, February 18, 2004 at 7:00 pm in Daniel 203. Also, if you are
interested in pre-law activities and did not receive an email directly from me concerning this practice; please
contact me so I can add you to the list.

Washington Internships

Students interested in Washington internships for the semester are invited to attend an information session
Tuesday, February 17, at 11:00 a.m. in Olin 213. This opportunity is for Wofford Scholars only. Please contact
ext. 4510 with questions.

ext. 4510 with questions.

Milliken internship interviews deadline

The deadline for receipt of resumes for the Milliken internship interviews in the Career Services Office is
Thursday, February 19. Preference is for a GPA of 3.0 and an interest in a business career. (Any major may
apply.)

Lost and Found
Found: A Silver Car Key, found between Evins St. Dorm rooms 310 and 312 last Tuesday. If this is yours please
contact me at x5471 or fergusonjm@wofford.edu.
Lost: a pair of Maui Jim sunglasses, if found please contact Jennifer Wallace (ext 5339, wallacejl@wofford.edu)

From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: February 17, 2004 at 11:58 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int, Wofford Students (WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int)
WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int

Wofford College Daily Announcements
Tuesday, February 17, 2004
- March Madness
- College Speaker
- Ghost Ranch Exhibition
- Writers Series Presents Brad Watson
- Order Your Class Ring
- Andrews Fieldhouse Open
- Helmus Contest
- Lost and Found

March Madness the Wofford Way
Get your teams together for the Inaugural Student Alumni Association 3 on 3 Basketball Tournament and
Cookout - Sunday, March 14th in the newly renovated Andrews Field House. The tournament will start at 2pm
and our champions will be crowned around 6:30pm. Registration forms available in Burwell - please register by
March 8th. Great Prizes, Hoops & Fun. Contact Andre Caldwell to register and for more information caldwellab@wofford.edu

College Speaker

Dr. Werner Fornos will speak in Olin Theater on Thursday, February 19, at 2:30. He is president of the
Population Institute, an organization concerned with the balance of world population and resources. He has
spoken at colleges and universities across the nation. Faculty and students are invited to attend.

Ghost Ranch Exhibition
There will be a Ghost Ranch Exhibition on Tuesday, February 17 at 7 pm featuring artwork made in
silversmithing, ceramics, and painting classes by Wofford and Converse students who attended the Ghost Ranch
interim in New Mexico this past January. Taking place in the Sneakers Coffeehouse at Converse, the exhibitions
also includes a poetry reading at 8 pm and live music beginning at 8:30. Food and spirits native to New Mexico
will be served, so please come and enjoy.

Writers Series Presents Brad Watson

Brad Watson, whose recent novel The Heaven of Mercury was nominated for a National Book Award, will be
visiting campus on Thursday, February 19. Please join us for an informal question-answer session at 3:30 in
Shipp Hall Lounge and a reading at 7:30 in the McMillan Theater.

Order Your Class Ring

Order Your Class Ring

Josten will be on campus taking class ring orders on February 23 and 24 from 10:00 a.m. till 3:00 p.m. in the
lounge, Campus Life Building. Be sure to come by to order your class ring Feb. 23 and 24, Campus Life Building
Lounge.

Andrews Fieldhouse Open

The basketball court at Andrews Fieldhouse is open for play when available.

Helmus Contest
Need money?
Don't forget the March 1st deadline for submissions to the Wofford Helmus Contest.
The Helmus Award is given to two students each year in the areas of poetry and short fiction, so even if you don't
consider yourself much of a 'writer,' don't pass up this opportunity to make money. Please submit all work and/or
questions to Kenny Camacho, editor of The Journal either by campus mail at CPO 365 or email at
camachokm@wofford.edu.
Lost and Found
Lost: a blue and white Nokia cell phone to the list. I lost it about 5 days ago.
Contact Brandon S Smith ext 4927
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From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: February 18, 2004 at 10:42 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int, Wofford Students (WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int)
WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int

Wofford College Daily Announcements
Wednesday, February 18, 2004
- Thursday Speaker
- March Madness the Wofford Way
- Spirituality Sessions
- Adopt-A-Shelf Program
- Special Student Offer for Basketball Tournament
- Orientation Staff for 2004
- Wet and Powerless Surf Video
- IFC Spring Rush
- Lost and Found

Thursday Speaker
Dr. Werner Fornos will speak in Olin Theater on Thursday, February 19, at 2:30. He is president of the
Population Institute, an organization concerned with the balance of world population and resources. He has
spoken at colleges and universities across the nation. Faculty and students are invited to attend.

March Madness the Wofford Way
Get your teams together for the Inaugural Student Alumni Association 3 on 3 Basketball Tournament and
Cookout - Sunday, March 14th in the newly renovated Andrews Field House. The tournament will start at 2pm
and our champions will be crowned around 6:30pm. Registration forms available in Burwell - please register by
March 8th. Great Prizes, Hoops & Fun. Contact Andre Caldwell to register and for more information caldwellab@wofford.edu

Spirituality Sessions

Spirituality Sessions meet Wednesday Evenings at 10:00 pm Dupre Hall Lounge.
During Spring Semester '04 we will focus on forming our spiritual lives and we'll use Jim Thomas' Streetwise
Spirituality as a resource. We will also add links to articles on the subjects we are addressing. Campus Ministry is
the sponsor, and food is from Zaxbys.
Sign-ups begin February 2. The group will take new participants through February 25.
Think. Meet. Question. Consider.

Adopt-A-Shelf Program

From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: From the Human Resource Office
Date: February 19, 2004 at 9:14 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int

From the Human Resource Office
Please remember the deadline for submitting 2003 reimbursement requests to Flores is
March 31, 2004. February reports from Flores show that several accounts have full-unused
balances.
The Wofford College Self- Funded Plan Document for the Group Medical Plan has been
finalized, approved, and is in the process of being printed. Copies of the document will be
distributed to each participant via CPO addresses as soon as they arrive. You will be further
notified of the distribution date. The plan document drafting process was a tedious
procedure and we thank you for your patience.

From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: February 19, 2004 at 9:27 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int, Wofford Students (WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int)
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Wofford College Daily Announcements
Thursday, February 19, 2004
- Religion in America Guest Speakers Thursday
- Guest Speaker Today
- Join Us for Discussion
- Women's Hoops at home Saturday
- Helmus Contest

Religion in America Guest Speakers Today
Father Jay Scott Newman of St. Mary's Catholic Church, Greenville, and Rabbi Yossi J. Liebowitz of Temple
B'Nai Israel, Spartanburg, will discuss the history and practices of Catholicism and Judaism in America Thursday,
February 19, in the AAAS Room of Burwell, 3:00 to 6:00 p.m. The discussions, part of the Religion 340 senior
seminar, are open to members of the campus community.

Guest Speaker Today
Dr. Werner Fornos will speak in Olin Theater on Thursday, February 19, at 2:30. He is president of the
Population Institute, an organization concerned with the balance of world population and resources. He has
spoken at colleges and universities across the nation. Faculty and students are invited to attend.

Join Us for Discussion

Souljahs for Christ will be tomorrow after the Literary Salon, at 9pm in Shipp Hall Lounge. Please feel free to
come. We would love to have your fellowship and hear your testimonies.

Women's Hoops at home Saturday

The women's basketball team returns home Saturday, Feb. 21 for a SoCon contest with Davidson.
Tip-off at the Benjamin Johnson Arena is 3:00 pm and this is the final 'Take a Kid to the Game' day of the
basketball season. All kids 12 and under are free with a paying adult.

Helmus Contest

Need money?
Don't forget the March 1st deadline for submissions to the Wofford Helmus Contest.
The Helmus Award is given to two students each year in the areas of poetry and short fiction, so even if you don't
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To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int

From the Human Resource Office
Please remember the deadline for submitting 2003 reimbursement requests to Flores is
March 31, 2004. February reports from Flores show that several accounts have full-unused
balances.
The Wofford College Self- Funded Plan Document for the Group Medical Plan has been
finalized, approved, and is in the process of being printed. Copies of the document will be
distributed to each participant via CPO addresses as soon as they arrive. You will be further
notified of the distribution date. The plan document drafting process was a tedious
procedure and we thank you for your patience.
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To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int

Mrs. Alice Wiseman, mother of Professor Dennis Wiseman, died Monday. The funeral is on Friday,
and Dr. Wiseman will be back on campus next week. His mother's address is 297 Sherbundy Street,
Sierra Vista, AZ 85635, phone number 520-458-3506. Please keep Dr. Wiseman and his family in your
thoughts and prayers.
This morning MAJ Davis informed us that his grandmother passed away last night in Fayetteville, NC.
Please remember him and his family at this difficult time for them.
Dean Maultsby
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Wofford women's soccer coach Amy Kiah and her husband, Andy, have announced the
arrival of Kayleigh Morgan Kiah, who was born Monday at 5:59 a.m. at Mary Black
Hospital.
Kayleigh Kiah weighed six pounds, seven ounces and was 19 inches in length.
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Mrs. Alice Wiseman, mother of Professor Dennis Wiseman, died Monday. The funeral is on Friday,
and Dr. Wiseman will be back on campus next week. His mother's address is 297 Sherbundy Street,
Sierra Vista, AZ 85635, phone number 520-458-3506. Please keep Dr. Wiseman and his family in your
thoughts and prayers.
This morning MAJ Davis informed us that his grandmother passed away last night in Fayetteville, NC.
Please remember him and his family at this difficult time for them.
Dean Maultsby

The Helmus Award is given to two students each year in the areas of poetry and short fiction, so even if you don't
consider yourself much of a 'writer,' don't pass up this opportunity to make money. Please submit all work and/or
questions to Kenny Camacho, editor of The Journal either by campus mail at CPO 365 or email at
camachokm@wofford.edu.
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Dear Wofford Family,
We are still working hard day after day to make sure that we satisfy all who we serve. This
week the Board of Trustees came to visit our campus for their winter meeting. They never
cease to amaze me with the amount of passion and energy that they show to the college and
its students. We are truly blessed to have a board that really cares about student welfare. We
recently held the Black and Gold ball, which was an extreme success. There was a
kaleidoscope of students from athlete, non-athlete, Greek, non-Greek, minorities etc. It was
one of the most diverse events that I have seen in years. All who made this a success I say
“thank you” from the bottom of my heart. This term as an assembly is coming to a
wonderful end and in that it has helped to sprout a new tomorrow. The new officers recently
elected are more than qualified to bring this campus into a new year. Your soon to be
President, Josh Whitley, will do all that he can to make sure that Wofford stays at the top of
the academic, social, and college scene. The new officer cabinet for the 2004-2005 year will
be a great addition to the leadership on campus. I know that Zachary, Ashley, and Laura will
do all they can to make sure that the Campus Union Assembly remains in the forefront of
campus life. The 2003-2004 Assembly’s last meeting will be this Monday, February 23, at
6:00 pm in the Olin Theatre. Please come out and join us as we continue to push Wofford
into the next chapter of its magnificent life. Keep a look out for next week’s final copy of
the 2003-2004 assembly newsletter. We will include all of the year’s accomplishments and
the quest to continue the successes. Thank you so much for believing in us all. I can
truthfully say that we have served the best college family in South Carolina and the nation.
Thanks again.
Sincerely,
J.R. McNair
Wofford Student Body President
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From the Human Resource Office
Please remember the deadline for submitting 2003 reimbursement requests to Flores is
March 31, 2004. February reports from Flores show that several accounts have full-unused
balances.
The Wofford College Self- Funded Plan Document for the Group Medical Plan has been
finalized, approved, and is in the process of being printed. Copies of the document will be
distributed to each participant via CPO addresses as soon as they arrive. You will be further
notified of the distribution date. The plan document drafting process was a tedious
procedure and we thank you for your patience.
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Wofford College Daily Announcements
Thursday, February 19, 2004
- Religion in America Guest Speakers Thursday
- Guest Speaker Today
- Join Us for Discussion
- Women's Hoops at home Saturday
- Helmus Contest

Religion in America Guest Speakers Today
Father Jay Scott Newman of St. Mary's Catholic Church, Greenville, and Rabbi Yossi J. Liebowitz of Temple
B'Nai Israel, Spartanburg, will discuss the history and practices of Catholicism and Judaism in America Thursday,
February 19, in the AAAS Room of Burwell, 3:00 to 6:00 p.m. The discussions, part of the Religion 340 senior
seminar, are open to members of the campus community.

Guest Speaker Today
Dr. Werner Fornos will speak in Olin Theater on Thursday, February 19, at 2:30. He is president of the
Population Institute, an organization concerned with the balance of world population and resources. He has
spoken at colleges and universities across the nation. Faculty and students are invited to attend.

Join Us for Discussion

Souljahs for Christ will be tomorrow after the Literary Salon, at 9pm in Shipp Hall Lounge. Please feel free to
come. We would love to have your fellowship and hear your testimonies.

Women's Hoops at home Saturday

The women's basketball team returns home Saturday, Feb. 21 for a SoCon contest with Davidson.
Tip-off at the Benjamin Johnson Arena is 3:00 pm and this is the final 'Take a Kid to the Game' day of the
basketball season. All kids 12 and under are free with a paying adult.

Helmus Contest

Need money?
Don't forget the March 1st deadline for submissions to the Wofford Helmus Contest.
The Helmus Award is given to two students each year in the areas of poetry and short fiction, so even if you don't
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From the Human Resource Office
Please remember the deadline for submitting 2003 reimbursement requests to Flores is
March 31, 2004. February reports from Flores show that several accounts have full-unused
balances.
The Wofford College Self- Funded Plan Document for the Group Medical Plan has been
finalized, approved, and is in the process of being printed. Copies of the document will be
distributed to each participant via CPO addresses as soon as they arrive. You will be further
notified of the distribution date. The plan document drafting process was a tedious
procedure and we thank you for your patience.

The Helmus Award is given to two students each year in the areas of poetry and short fiction, so even if you don't
consider yourself much of a 'writer,' don't pass up this opportunity to make money. Please submit all work and/or
questions to Kenny Camacho, editor of The Journal either by campus mail at CPO 365 or email at
camachokm@wofford.edu.
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Planned Administrators, Inc. (PAI) Site Visit
Ms. Gertie Farnum, PAI Claims Supervisor, will be on campus Thursday, February 26th
from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. to answer your questions about claims, claims processing,
explanation of benefits (EOB), and any other questions or issues you may have. PAI is
committed to providing quality customer service and Ms. Farnum’s visit supports that
commitment. Please take advantage of this great opportunity by scheduling an appointment
through Human Resources at extension 4230.
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TIAA-CREF announces One-on-One Counseling Sessions for Wofford College
Let us help you make financial decisions that are right for you. Schedule an appointment today with a TIAACREF Consultant who will be available to answer questions about your financial matters. We’ll help you:
·

Develop your own strategy

·

Understand basic types of investment choices available

·

Learn about TIAA-CREF retirement income flexibility

·

Compare lifetime income vs. cash withdrawal options

When: Wednesday, March 24, 2004 & Thursday, March 25, 2004 8:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Where: Olin Building – Room 104
If you (or your spouse) are considering consolidating your retirement plans/IRAs with TIAA-CREF, please bring
your financial statements to the session.
To schedule an appointment with a TIAA-CREF consultant, please call toll free at
877-267-4505 or register via the web using the attached link: https://ifs2.tiaa-cref.org/cgi-bin/WebObjects/ARS?
EventID=58700

TIAA-CREF does not offer tax advice. See your tax advisor regarding your particular situation. Investing in
securities involves market risks. Values may be more or less than your original investment. Past performance is
not a guarantee of future results. Investment return and principal value will fluctuate so an investor's share, when
redeemed, will be worth more or less than the original cost.
TIAA-CREF Individual & Institutional Services, LLC. and Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc. distribute
securities products. For more complete information on securities products, please call 877-518-9161 for
prospectuses. Read them carefully before you invest. TIAA (Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association), New
York, NY and TIAA-CREF Life Insurance Co., New York, NY issue insurance and annuities. TIAA-CREF Trust
Company, FSB provides trust services. Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are not
bank guaranteed. 529 College Savings Plans are offered through TIAA-CREF Tuition Financing Inc., (TFI), and
Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association, New York, NY.
Copyright: © 2004 Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association - College Retirement Equities Fund, New York,
NY 10017
C31021E
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Planned Administrators, Inc. (PAI) Site Visit
Ms. Gertie Farnum, PAI Claims Supervisor, will be on campus Thursday, February 26th
from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. to answer your questions about claims, claims processing,
explanation of benefits (EOB), and any other questions or issues you may have. PAI is
committed to providing quality customer service and Ms. Farnum’s visit supports that
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Wofford College Daily Announcements
Friday, February 20, 2004
- From Career Services - Internship spring/summer
- Lesesne Travel Grants for Summer
- Mosaic
- Orientation Staff for 2004 and Group Interviews
- Banking Orientation Program - March 3, 2004
- Religious Emphasis Week Activities
- Orientation Co-Chairs Selected
- Next FCA Meeting
- Lost and Found

From Career Services - Internship spring/summer

Racing Museum Internship:
The SC Racing Museum Foundation is seeking students for unpaid spring/summer internships. Duties would
include assisting in collecting memorabilia and working with the executive director to coordinate events. The
museum office in downtown Sptbg is open Tues-Thurs. Flexible scheduling; excellent opportunity for those
interested in public relations and event planning. For information email Bethany Cobb: bcobb@rettpr.com

Lesesne Travel Grants for Summer

Applications for the Lesesne Travel Grants for Summer foreign study are due March 1st. Please pick up
applications in the Office of Programs Abroad, ext. 4510.

Mosaic

Mosaic is a worship experience that weaves together music, film, art, prayer and a message -- Sundays at 7:00 pm
in McMillan Theatre in the Campus Life Building. Join students from the area for forty-five minutes that will
make a difference in your life.

Orientation Staff for 2004 and Group Interviews

Applications are available in Student Affairs for Orientation Staff 2004. Recommendation forms and applications
are due by Monday, February 23rd.
Two Additional Group Interview Times have been added: Tuesday, March 2nd- 4:00 p.m. -5:00 p.m. and
Thursday, March 4th - 2:30 - 3:30 p.m. Signup sheet in Student Affairs.

Banking Orientation Program - March 3, 2004

This full-day program in Tronco's in Columbia is designed by the SC Bankers Association to provide information
(and networking opportunities) about the varied careers available in commercial banking. The deadline for
registering in Career Services for this event is Friday, February 27.
Because of limited seating, only those interested in a banking career should register.

Religious Emphasis Week Activities

Tuesday, February 24, 2004 - 4:45pm -7:15 pm Shrove Tuesday Celebration in Burwell. Pancake Dinner. Music
will be provided by Five & Dime. Sponsored by Wofford Campus Ministers & the Religious Life Council.
Wednesday, February 25, 2004 - Noon & 5:00 pm Service of Imposition of Ashes, Mickel Chapel -- Sponsored
by The Campus Ministry Center.
Thursday, February 26, 2004 - 8:00 pm An Evening with C.S. Lewis, featuring British actor David Payne -McMillan Theatre. Admission is free. This event is sponsored by Religious Life Council.
Saturday, February 28, 2004 - 4:00 pm Campus Revival Service, Leonard Auditorium Sponsored by MultiCultural Affairs and the Association of African-American Students.

Orientation Co-Chairs Selected

Congratulations to Curtis Gaylord and Chris Shugart for being selected as the 2004 Orientation Co-Chairs. The
pool of six applicants were outstanding this year. We would also like to extend congratulations to Kelly Moxley,
Beth Butler, Kristopher Roof and Melissa Fried who have accepted staff positions.

Next FCA Meeting

The next meeting of Fellowship of Christian Athletes will be Wednesday, February 24 in McMillan Theater. The
meeting starts at 9:00pm. The Women's Basketball team will be recognized and your fellow students will share in
worship with music and testimony.

Lost and Found
Lost: a diamond channel band ring probably in Milliken. Reward if Found. Contact LeAnn Lancaster at
LancasterLL@wofford.edu or 704-791-6566.
Lost: Silver earring with three hoops somewhere in Milliken or on the way to the parking lot. If found, contact
triplittts@wofford.edu.
Found: Found in Computer Lab, Olin 207, a Pacific Trail jacket.
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- IFC Rush
- DNA and the Law
- SAA Career Luncheon – for English Majors
- March Madness the Wofford Way
- Special Offer from Palmetto Grill
- Benjamin Ingram Dominates Region 5 Tournament
- APO Meeting
- From Career Services: Racing Museum Internship
- Careers in Banking
- PSA
- Next FCA Meeting
- Orientation Staff Applications
- Religious Emphasis Week
- Final basketball doubleheader tonight
- Lost and Found

IFC Rush
Any students interested in IFC Spring Rush should contact Claude Prevost, prevostct@wofford.edu, by February
27th.

DNA and the Law
Prof. Albert "Buzz" Scherr, nationally known expert on DNA forensics will speak on "DNA & Forensic Science:
Mastery or Magic?" this Thursday, Feb. 26 at 4:00pm in Olin 213. Dr. Scherr is professor at Franklin Pierce Law
Center in New Hampshire. His talk is co-sponsored by the Departments of Philosophy and Biology. Everyone is
welcome. For further information, contact either Prof. Kay or Prof. Moss.

SAA Career Luncheon for English Majors - Tomorrow
The SAA English Career Luncheon is Tuesday at 11am in AAAS Room. Several Wofford alumni
will discuss what they have done with their degree in English since graduation. This is a great networking
opportunity and a chance to learn more about life after college! Please RSVP to Evelyn King x5353 or
kinger@wofford.edu. Lunch provided from faculty dinning room.

March Madness the Wofford Way
Get your teams together for the Inaugural Student Alumni Association 3 on 3 Basketball Tournament and
Cookout - Sunday, March 14th in the newly renovated Andrews Field House. The tournament will start at 2pm
and our champions will be crowned around 6:30pm. Registration forms available in Burwell - please register by
March 8th. Great Prizes, Hoops & Fun. Contact Andre Caldwell to register and for more information -
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The Goliard Ensemble
The Goliard Ensemble from New York will be in concert in McMillan Theatre TONIGHT at 7 p.m. The group
features a soloist, pianist, bassoonist, and cellist. Their repertoire will consist of compositions by Telemann,
Mozart, Debussy, Schumann and Bernstein. The concert is free and is open to the public.

March 8th. Great Prizes, Hoops & Fun. Contact Andre Caldwell to register and for more information caldwellab@wofford.edu
Special Offer from Palmetto Grill

As you have seen in your PO Box, Palmetto Grill on Whitney Road is now offering a special for Wofford
students, faculty and staff.
Show your Wofford ID on Tuesday’s at Palmetto Grill and get 25% off your entrée or buffet.
Palmetto Grill is a proud supporter of Wofford College Athletics.

Benjamin Ingram Dominates Region 5 Tournament

Junior Benjamin Ingram was the top scorer this past weekend at the Region 5 College Bowl Tournament in
Knoxville, Tennessee, a feat unmatched in the Wofford team's history.
Wofford's College Bowl team wrapped up its season by going 12-2 in the tournament, earning it a spot in the
Region 5 playoffs for the third year in a row. Wofford went 8-0 before falling to Davidson, the tournament's
eventual winner, but rallied to earn a #2 seed in the playoffs, eventually finishing fourth.
Sophomore Benjamin McCraw was the 8th highest scorer at the tournament, marking only the second time that
Wofford has had two players finish in the top ten. Other team members included Elizabeth Weaver, Melia
Brannon, and Daniel Thompson.
Students interested in joining the Wofford College Bowl team for next season should contact Dr. Natalie Grinnell
or Dr. Mark Byrnes.

APO Meeting

APO will be having our first meeting this semester on Wednesday, February 25 at 8:15 in the Bonner lobby. All
members should attend. If you cannot attend, please e-mail blackdn@wofford.edu. Officers will have a short
meeting afterwards.

From Career Services: Racing Museum Internship

The SC Racing Museum Foundation is seeking students for unpaid spring/summer internships. Duties would
include assisting in collecting memorabilia and working with the executive director to coordinate events. The
museum office in downtown Sptbg is open Tues-Thurs. Flexible scheduling; excellent opportunity for those
interested in public relations and event planning. For information email Bethany Cobb: bcobb@rettpr.com.

Careers in Banking

On Wednesday, March 3, in Columbia, the SC Bankers Association is presenting their annual 'Banking
Opportunities' for students interested in careers in banking. The program begins at 10:00 AM and ends at 3:00
PM. Because of limited seating for lunch, only eight students may participate. The event is free, but you must
register in the Career Services Office by 1:00 pm, Friday, February 27.

register in the Career Services Office by 1:00 pm, Friday, February 27.

PSA

Join us at 7 pm at the PSA House Tuesday for Gooney Bird chili and a special guest - Tim from Charlotte. Tim is
quite the expert on alcohol and drugs. As always, we will have prayer and praise singing.
spartanburgpsa.org 5825600

Next FCA Meeting

The next meeting of Fellowship of Christian Athletes will be Wednesday, February 24 in McMillan Theater. The
meeting starts at 9:00pm. The Women's Basketball team will be recognized and your fellow students will share in
worship with music and testimony.

Orientation Staff Applications

Orientation Staff Applications and recommendations are due in Student Affairs no later than Monday, February
23rd at 5:00 p.m.
Make sure you sign up for an interview group in Student Affairs.

Religious Emphasis Week

Holy Communion will not be observed Tuesday evening, instead please participate in the Shrove Tuesday
Celebration in Burwell from 4:45pm - 7:15pm. Pancake Dinner. Music will be provided by Five & Dime.
Sponsored by Wofford Campus Ministers & the Religious Life Council.
Ash Wednesday will be observed at Noon and 5:00pm in Mickel Chapel - Sponsored by the Campus Ministry
Center.
An Evening with C. S. Lewis, featuring British actor David Payne, will be Thursday evening, 8:00pm in
McMillan Theatre. Admission is free. This event is sponsored by the Religious Life Council.
Campus Revival Service will be held, Saturday at 4:00pm, Leonard Auditorium - sponsored by Multi-Cultural
Affairs and the Association of African-American Students.

Final basketball doubleheader tonight

For the last time at home this year, both the Terrier women and men are in action at the Benjamin Johnson Arena.
At 5:00 pm the ladies take on Western Carolina and at 7:00 pm the men face The Citadel.
Fans wearing their 'Taco Dog Barking Brigade' shirts get a free drink at the concession stand compliments of
Aramark. Be Loud. Wear the Shirt. Join the ranks. The Barking Brigade -- for more information call 4110.

Lost and Found

Found: a blue Kyocera phone. Please call ext. 5430 to claim.
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On-Campus interviews with Cintas

Cintas will hold interviews for management trainees on Thursday, March 11. The minimum GPA is 2.5 and the
preference is for business or government majors. Please call (4260) or come by the Career Services Office to
submit a resume for pre-screening and to sign up for an interview time. For information on the company, go to
http://www.cintas.com.
March Madness the Wofford Way
Get your teams together for the Inaugural Student Alumni Association 3 on 3 Basketball Tournament and
Cookout - Sunday, March 14th in Andrews Field House. The tournament will start at 2pm and our champions
will be crowned around 6:30pm. It is $15 per team of three, each player will receive a tournament t-shirt and a
chance to win the championship - trophy and $25each in Terrier Bucks from Food Services. We encourage all to
play - male, female, coed, faculty/staff teams! Sign up in Burwell at lunch the week of March 1 - 5 or register
with Andre Caldwell or Rob Williams caldwellab@wofford.edu or williamsrs@wofford.edu Please register by
March 8th and make checks payable to Wofford SAA. Great Prizes, Hoops & Fun.
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Classes are cancelled today, Friday, February 27 due to the weather.
Dean Maultsby
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The women's basketball game scheduled for tonight vs. UNCG has been postponed until 2pm
tomorrow afternoon.
Richard Johnson
Athletic Director
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Wofford Bookstore Manager
As most know already the store manager at Wofford Bookstore has been in a severe
accident. Jeannie Boiter and her husband have been air lifted to Greenville Memorial
Hospital were their condition remains severe. The Follett Higher Education is doing
everything they can to continue business as normal and temporary managers are in place. If
there are any special situations (text book issues, author signings, etc...) that we need to be
aware of please notify us at ASAP. Summer text book adoptions should have been mailed
out last week. We are asking for your quickest compliance in completing these and also your
patience with temporary management in our turnaround situation. As Jeannie's condition
changes we will update everyone. If you have any serious concerns you may contact
Gregory R Bason (Store Director, Presbyterian College) at 864-205-3505. He will be
working with Wofford Bookstore until this situation becomes clear. Any other questions you
may contact the Wofford Bookstore at 864-597-4060. Please keep Jeannie and her family in
your prayers.
Wofford Bookstore Staff

The Baptist Collegiate Ministry (BCM) will be hosting a Coffee House this Friday night from 8-10. Admission,
coffee, hot coco, etc. is absolutely free.
PC’s very own Jeremy Barber will be opening for a surprise band so come out and join in the fellowship!
www.spartanburgbcm.org

Sunny Saturday

Don't forget about Sunny Saturday, this Saturday. Meet in Greene Hall Lobby from 11-1 to make crafts, play
games, and eat with adults from the Charles Lea Center. Contact Hayley oconnorhe@wofford.edu or Jordan
thrasherjs@wofford.edu with questions. Hope to see you there. Sponsored by Twin Towers.

Career Opportunities with the City of Spartanburg

Spring and summer program vacancies for Spartanburg County Urban Youth Corps.
Full and Part-time availability pays between $10-$12 an hour.
Contact Sheena Spencer @ spencersr@wofford.edu for details.
Apply in writing at City of Spartanburg-Human Resources Dept., Room 103, City Hall, 145 W. Broad St.,
Spartanburg, SC 29306.
Deadlines:
March 5, 2004 - Special Events Coordinator
March 15, 2004 - Supervisor and Program Coordinator

Lost and Found

I have lost my silver/grey raincoat over the night of Tuesday 24/02/2004 somewhere between Campus life
Building, Leonard Auditorium and Olin. If found please contact abaloek@wofford.edu. Thank you.

Wofford College Daily Announcements may be submitted to the following address:
http://www.woffordcollege.org/blastemail
Messages must be received the day before the announcement is to be posted.
All announcements are subject to approval
Lost and Found Items may be submitted to the following address:
http://www.woffordcollege.org/blastemail/lost.asp

From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Wofford Bookstore Manager
Date: February 27, 2004 at 1:47 PM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int

Wofford Bookstore Manager
As most know already the store manager at Wofford Bookstore has been in a severe
accident. Jeannie Boiter and her husband have been air lifted to Greenville Memorial
Hospital were their condition remains severe. The Follett Higher Education is doing
everything they can to continue business as normal and temporary managers are in place. If
there are any special situations (text book issues, author signings, etc...) that we need to be
aware of please notify us at ASAP. Summer text book adoptions should have been mailed
out last week. We are asking for your quickest compliance in completing these and also your
patience with temporary management in our turnaround situation. As Jeannie's condition
changes we will update everyone. If you have any serious concerns you may contact
Gregory R Bason (Store Director, Presbyterian College) at 864-205-3505. He will be
working with Wofford Bookstore until this situation becomes clear. Any other questions you
may contact the Wofford Bookstore at 864-597-4060. Please keep Jeannie and her family in
your prayers.
Wofford Bookstore Staff

From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Mosaic Cancelled
Date: February 27, 2004 at 2:06 PM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int, Wofford Students (WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int)
WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int

Correction to Original Announcement:
Due to bad weather, there here will be no Mosaic Service offered this Sunday.
Ron Robinson
Chaplain

From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: February 27, 2004 at 1:44 PM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int, Wofford Students (WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int)
WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int

Wofford College Daily Announcements
Friday, February 27, 2004

- Judicial Commission
- The Simpsons, Hip-Hop, and Beyond: Wofford's Conference on Postmodernism
- Mosaic Service
- Baptist Collegiate Ministry - Free Coffee House Friday Night
- Sunny Saturday
- Career Opportunities with the City of Spartanburg
- Lost and Found

Judicial Commission
The following students were elected to be Judicial Commissioners for the 2004-2005 term:
Sophomore Delegate - Jay Rawls
Junior Delegate - Lindsay Grosso
At-large Delegate - Natalie Hussey
At-large Delegate - Joel Bowers
At-large Delegate - Wesley Henderson
Please note that these are the five elected Commissioners in the newly reformed Judicial Commission. There will
be four appointed members selected this coming month to also serve on the Commission, so please consider
applying for one of the positions. If you have any questions, you can contact Josh Whitley at ext. 5463 or
through email, whitleyjs@wofford.edu.

The Simpsons, Hip-Hop, and Beyond: Wofford's Conference on Postmodernism

Wofford is presenting a series of events on postmodernism over the first two weeks of March. Join the discussion
of postmodernism in architecture, film, literature, philosophy, science, theater, religion, and government! For the
schedule of events, check out the brochure and the posters, or go to the home page of Wofford's web site and click
on the link. The kick-off event is scheduled for Monday, March 1, 4:00, in the McMillan Theater.

Mosaic Service

Mosaic Service Putting Together the Pieces: an evening of songs with the Mosaic band will be Sunday, February
29 at 7:00p.m. in McMillan Theatre.

Baptist Collegiate Ministry - Free Coffee House Friday Night

The Baptist Collegiate Ministry (BCM) will be hosting a Coffee House this Friday night from 8-10. Admission,
coffee, hot coco, etc. is absolutely free.
PC’s very own Jeremy Barber will be opening for a surprise band so come out and join in the fellowship!
www.spartanburgbcm.org

Sunny Saturday

Don't forget about Sunny Saturday, this Saturday. Meet in Greene Hall Lobby from 11-1 to make crafts, play
games, and eat with adults from the Charles Lea Center. Contact Hayley oconnorhe@wofford.edu or Jordan
thrasherjs@wofford.edu with questions. Hope to see you there. Sponsored by Twin Towers.

Career Opportunities with the City of Spartanburg

Spring and summer program vacancies for Spartanburg County Urban Youth Corps.
Full and Part-time availability pays between $10-$12 an hour.
Contact Sheena Spencer @ spencersr@wofford.edu for details.
Apply in writing at City of Spartanburg-Human Resources Dept., Room 103, City Hall, 145 W. Broad St.,
Spartanburg, SC 29306.
Deadlines:
March 5, 2004 - Special Events Coordinator
March 15, 2004 - Supervisor and Program Coordinator

Lost and Found

I have lost my silver/grey raincoat over the night of Tuesday 24/02/2004 somewhere between Campus life
Building, Leonard Auditorium and Olin. If found please contact abaloek@wofford.edu. Thank you.

Wofford College Daily Announcements may be submitted to the following address:
http://www.woffordcollege.org/blastemail
Messages must be received the day before the announcement is to be posted.
All announcements are subject to approval
Lost and Found Items may be submitted to the following address:
http://www.woffordcollege.org/blastemail/lost.asp

From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Basketball Game Cancelled
Date: February 27, 2004 at 10:54 AM
To: Wofford Students (WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int) WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int, Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int)
WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int

The women's basketball game scheduled for tonight vs. UNCG has been postponed until 2pm
tomorrow afternoon.
Richard Johnson
Athletic Director

From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Classes Cancelled
Date: February 27, 2004 at 10:48 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int, Wofford Students (WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int)
WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int

Classes are cancelled today, Friday, February 27 due to the weather.
Dean Maultsby

Elections

Judicial Elections will be held this Wednesday from 7:00AM to 7:00PM. After the tremendous success in voter
turnout last week, the elections will be conducted online once again. Please be sure that your mailbox (inbox,
deleted items folder, and sent items folder) is not over its size limit.

Photography Exhibition on Display through Friday

The current exhibition of photographs by Wofford professors D. R. Davis and Peter Schmunk will be on display
through this week. If you have not yet been able to tour the show in the Sandor Teszler Library, you have an
opportunity this week.

Next FCA Meeting

The next meeting of Fellowship of Christian Athletes will be Wednesday, February 24 in McMillan Theater. The
meeting starts at 9:00pm. The Women's Basketball team will be recognized and your fellow students will share in
worship with music and testimony.

Interviewing Techniques Workshops

The Career Services Office is holding an Interviewing Techniques Workshops this week for those interviewing
for the Milliken summer internships and for any senior who will be interviewing as part of a job hunt. Time and
date: Tues., Feb. 24 - 12:00 noon - 12:55 PM - Milliken Amphitheater

Helmus Deadline March 1

Need money? Don't forget the March 1st deadline for submissions to the Wofford Helmus Contest.
The Helmus Award is given to two students each year in the areas of poetry and short fiction, so even if you don't
consider yourself much of a 'writer,' don't pass up this opportunity to make money. Please submit all work and/or
questions to Kenny Camacho, editor of The Journal either by campus mail at CPO 365 or email at
camachokm@wofford.edu.

Sunny Saturday

Twin Towers will be sponsoring Sunny Saturday this Saturday, the 28th from 11-1 in the Greene Hall Lobby. We
will be spending time and doing activities with mentally disabled adults from the Charles Lea Center. Everyone is
welcome! Contact Hayley O'Connor (oconnorhe@wofford.edu) or Jordan Thrasher (thrasherjs@wofford.edu)
with questions.

Soup Kitchen Fund Raising Drive

Nice, hearty meals on Easter Day are a common event. The Religious Life Council wants to help provide such a
meal for those who will be at the Soup Kitchen for Easter. As part of Religious Emphasis Week, we will have a
table in Burwell during lunch and dinner, Tuesday-Thursday, for collecting donations for this. Our goal is to have
all students contribute $1 towards this cause (more than $1 is of course welcome.) We hope you will join us in
assisting the important work the Soup Kitchen does for our community.

Campus Crusade for Christ

Campus Crusade will meet tonight at 6:00 for praise & worship and Bible Study in Dupre Lounge. We hope to
see you there.

Hypnotist Tonight

Tonight at 8:00 in Leonard Auditorium the hypnotist, Michael C. Anthony, will be performing. He uses Wofford
students as his subjects, so bring any friends who love to be in the spotlight. SAC is sponsoring this event again
this year and it's going to be hilarious, so come and have a blast.

Get $50 for a picture

The deadline for Terrier Play Day T-shirt Entries is Feb. 27th. Remember, the winner will receive 50 bucks. You
may send all drawings to CPO 566. Please call ext X5444 if you have any questions.

Student Research Meeting

Topics for this meeting include
(1)a model for a interdisciplinary Wofford team in collaborative research with students in another country,
(2)update on status of our funding proposal,
(3)update on action to include student research mentoring in Faculty Handbook, and
(4)identify other specific barriers and needs to enable student research projects at Wofford.
All interested students, faculty and staff are invited. Tuesday, February 24, Dean's Dining Room in Burwell
building, 11:00 am. Lunch will be provided.
Please let me know if you plan to attend so I can make the chair count agree with the head count.
Dr. Don Scott, Ext. 4643, ScottDM@Wofford.Edu

Class Rings

Order your class rings now. Josten will be taking orders for class rings on Tuesday, Feb 24 from 10:00 a.m. - 3:00
p.m. in the lounge of the Campus Life Building. Come by and order your rings.

Sptbg Little Theatre

...is seeking 'Sharks' for the upcoming production of 'West Side Story.' All dancers attend rehearsals from 2-4 PM
on Saturdays. There are also shorter rehearsal times on Sundays, Mondays and Tuesdays...the exact times and
length of rehearsal time will vary by character. For details, contact David Zabriskie at
dzabriskie@ebankfirstnational.com

From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: February 25, 2004 at 9:30 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int, Wofford Students (WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int)
WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int

Wofford College Daily Announcements
Wednesday, February 25, 2004
- Football DVD Now Available
- Religion in America Guest Speakers February 26th
- Next FCA Meeting
- Photography Exhibition on Display through Friday
- From Career Services
- Soup Kitchen Fund Raising Drive

Football DVD Now Available

A commemorative DVD highlighting the 2003 Wofford football team's Southern Conference championship
season is now available for purchase.
The DVD provides a weekly recap of the Terriers' run to the Division I-AA national semifinals and exclusive
locker room footage. The cost is $15. An additional $3 is added for mailing and shipping. The DVDs can be
purchased in the Wofford athletic office or by ordering over the phone (864-597-4090) via a credit card.

Religion in America Guest Speakers February 26th

You are invited to hear three guest speakers on American religions this Thursday afternoon: Rev. Meg Barnhouse,
Unitarian Universalist Church, Spartanburg; Mr. Bhamar Trivedo, Milliken Corporation, on Hinduism; and
librarian Tim Brown on Buddhism. Thursday, February 26th, 3-6 p.m., AAAS Room of Burwell.

Next FCA Meeting

The next meeting of Fellowship of Christian Athletes will be Wednesday, February 24 in McMillan Theater. The
meeting starts at 9:00pm. The Women's Basketball team will be recognized and your fellow students will share in
worship with music and testimony.

Photography Exhibition on Display through Friday

The current exhibition of photographs by Wofford professors D. R. Davis and Peter Schmunk will be on display
through this week. If you have not yet been able to tour the show in the Sandor Teszler Library, you have an
opportunity this week.

From Career Services

Would you like to teach some of the best and the brightest? What if you could coach or lead another activity in
which you excel? But what if you aren't certified? Come to Career Services to learn about teaching in
independent schools. The Southern Teachers Agency will hold interviews (min. GPA - 2.8) for teaching positions
on Wednesday, March 10. Come by or call (4260) Career Services to sign up for an interview time and to submit
your resume.

Soup Kitchen Fund Raising Drive

Nice, hearty meals on Easter Day are a common event. The Religious Life Council wants to help provide such a
meal for those who will be at the Soup Kitchen for Easter. As part of Religious Emphasis Week, we will have a
table in Burwell during lunch and dinner, Tuesday-Thursday, for collecting donations for this. Our goal is to have
all students contribute $1 towards this cause (more than $1 is of course welcome.) We hope you will join us in
assisting the important work the Soup Kitchen does for our community.

From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: February 26, 2004 at 1:20 PM
To: Wofford Students (WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int) WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int, Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int)
WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int

Wofford College Daily Announcements
Thursday, February 26, 2004
- An Evening with C.S. Lewis
- Soup Kitchen Fund Raising Drive
- APO Service Fraternity Interest Meeting
- Souljahs for Christ - 9PM Shipp Tonight
- On-campus interviews with Cintas
- March Madness the Wofford Way

An Evening with C.S. Lewis

Tonight's performance with David Payne performing "An Evening with CS Lewis" is still on for 8pm in
McMillan Theatre. Payne’s performance recently aired on British television and received outstanding reviews.
Though British author C.S. Lewis has been dead for more than 40 years, almost all of his books are still in print
and are selling better than they ever have. Lewis’s academic books remain essential reading for students of
English literature, and his novels continue to sell in the thousands. His Christian books, which made him one of
the 20th century’s foremost Christian Apologists, still have enormous sway. So, come out tonight at 8pm in
McMillan for an unforgettable performance.

Soup Kitchen Fund Raising Drive

Nice, hearty meals on Easter Day are a common event. The Religious Life Council wants to help provide such a
meal for those who will be at the Soup Kitchen for Easter. As part of Religious Emphasis Week, we will have a
table in Burwell during lunch and dinner, Tuesday-Thursday, for collecting donations for this. Our goal is to have
all students contribute $1 towards this cause (more than $1 is of course welcome.) We hope you will join us in
assisting the important work the Soup Kitchen does for our community.

APO Service Fraternity Interest Meeting

Alpha Phi Omega Service Fraternity is holding an interest meeting Monday, March 1st at 8:15 P.M. in the Bonner
lobby in the Campus Life Building. APO is a national, co-ed, service fraternity based on the ideals of Leadership,
Friendship, and Service. For more information, or if you cannot come at 8:15 next Monday, contact Jonathan
Hyslop at HyslopJR@wofford.edu or extension x5311.

Souljahs for Christ – 9pm Shipp Tonight

Bible study will be tonight at 9pm in Shipp. Please come engage in our deep conversations and testimonies about
our lives as Christians.

On-Campus interviews with Cintas

Cintas will hold interviews for management trainees on Thursday, March 11. The minimum GPA is 2.5 and the
preference is for business or government majors. Please call (4260) or come by the Career Services Office to
submit a resume for pre-screening and to sign up for an interview time. For information on the company, go to
http://www.cintas.com.
March Madness the Wofford Way
Get your teams together for the Inaugural Student Alumni Association 3 on 3 Basketball Tournament and
Cookout - Sunday, March 14th in Andrews Field House. The tournament will start at 2pm and our champions
will be crowned around 6:30pm. It is $15 per team of three, each player will receive a tournament t-shirt and a
chance to win the championship - trophy and $25each in Terrier Bucks from Food Services. We encourage all to
play - male, female, coed, faculty/staff teams! Sign up in Burwell at lunch the week of March 1 - 5 or register
with Andre Caldwell or Rob Williams caldwellab@wofford.edu or williamsrs@wofford.edu Please register by
March 8th and make checks payable to Wofford SAA. Great Prizes, Hoops & Fun.

From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: February 4, 2004 at 9:21 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int

Wofford College Faculty/Staff Daily Announcements
Wednesday, February 04, 2004
- Birthday Gift
- Hear Local Ministers Thursday
- Duke and UNC on the big screen
- Campus Crusade for Christ
- Join the Barking Brigade
- Student Papers Wanted

Birthday Gift

If you were one of the lucky ones to travel during interim or if you just let the January deadline get away from
you, there is still time to make a 'Birthday Gift' to Wofford in honor of our 150th year. If you wish to make a gift
by payroll deduction beginning in February, please call (ext. 4192), mail (CPO J) or email
(clardyby@wofford.edu) your request to Beth Clardy by Thursday, Feb. 12.

Hear Local Ministers Thursday
Dr. Clay Turner of the Episcopal Church of the Advent and Dr. Kirk Neely of Morningside Baptist Church will
explain their particular church beliefs and practices to the Religion 340 Senior Seminar on American Religion
this Thursday, February 5, in the AAAS Room of Burwell, from 3:00 to 6:00 p.m. Seats are available for auditors,
and you are invited to attend.

Duke and UNC on the big screen

The DAWGs would like to invite all students, faculty and staff to the McMillan Theater to watch one of the best
rivalries in College Basketball. Duke and UNC will tip off at 9:00 PM Thursday night. (Body painting is
acceptable, just don't make a mess.)

Campus Crusade for Christ

Do you want...
-To Connect in a real community?
-To make an impact at Wofford?
-A place for spiritual growth?
-Opportunities to touch the world?
If you answered 'Yes' to any of these, come hear how you can have a part in a group on campus called Campus
Crusade for Christ. We'll even throw in Free Pizza.
When: Thurs. Feb. 5th at 6pm
Where: Student Life Center Lobby

Where: Student Life Center Lobby
Hope to see you there.

Join the Barking Brigade

In preparation for our next basketball doubleheader on February 9th, students, faculty and staff have an
opportunity to become part of the 'Taco Dog Barking Brigade' on Thurs., February 5th from 11:30 am to 1:00 pm
upstairs in the Burwell Building.
Purchase your official 'Barking Brigade' t-shirt for only $5.00 and get a $5.00 gift certificate to Taco Dog
Taqueria and American Grill located in the Hillcrest Shopping Center. ALL sizes from kids to adults are
available.
Be Loud. Wear the Shirt. And join the ranks of the 'Taco Dog Barking Brigade' on tomorrow.

Student Papers Wanted

Students who have written academic papers with gender as the central topic are encouraged to present them at
this year's Wofford Mini-Conference in March. For more information contact Dr Hitchmough at
mailto:hitchmoughsa@wofford.edu or Dr Goodchild at mailto:goodchildkh@wofford.edu

From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Letter from Katie Sheorn
Date: February 4, 2004 at 9:25 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int

Thank you all for your prayers and thoughts during this past week. I have been so impressed with
everyone here at Wofford. Even though I have been here a short period of time, you have embraced
me as though I have been here for years. I cannot tell you how much that means to me and to my
family.
I know that many of you want to know the circumstances regarding my mother's death. I know that
many have heard that she was run over and the details are unclear. I am going to share with you the
details of her accident in order to give you a better idea regarding her accident.
I am from a small town in Washington, Georgia which is a very small town between Athens and
Augusta, Georgia. Washington was hit with a bad ice storm on Sunday, January 18th, the ice storm
was very similar to the one we had in Spartanburg last year. On Monday, January 19th many limbs
and trees had fallen. My mother was concerned that a limb was going to fall on her car. We think that
around 3:00 that afternoon my mom decided to move the car from the front of the house around the
back and put the car into the garage. We can only assume that it was around 3:00 because a neighbor
had seen her around 2:30. When she was trying to put the car into the garage she saw that she was
pulling in crooked and the car would not fit so she backed up to straighten up and pull the car in
again. We think that the windows must have been iced or fogged and she was unable to see out of the
back window. She opened the car door to see where she was going, as she was backing up she saw
that she was going to hit the basketball goal that my parents had given my 8 year- old for Christmas.
We think that when she saw she was going to hit the goal with her head she had a split second to stop
and instead of hitting the break she hit the gas. The goal has to have water in the base to keep it
grounded and the water had frozen; therefore, when she hit the goal the force in which she hit it with
her head caused her to fall out of the car and we believe knocked her unconscious. When she fell out
she then landed on the right side of her face. She had a very bad bruise on the left side of her face
and a smaller one on the right side. Her body was under the front tire, but the car was not on her. The
basketball goal was holding the door from rolling back on her. However, her right hip was at the front
tire, but not on her. They did have to raise the car in order to pull her out. Due to the fact that the
accident happened around 3:00 and she wasn't found until 7:52 Monday night they feel the cause of
death was hypothermia. My dad did not want an autopsy done, but her body had to go to the crime lab
in Augusta, Georgia to rule out foul play. The pathologist agreed that the cause of death was
hypothermia as well, but without an autopsy he could only speculate what he thought the cause of
death was. Our only comfort is to believe that she was unconscious and never woke up to suffer. My
dad works in Athens, Georgia and was working when the accident occurred. When he couldn't get in
touch with her after many, many attempts he had a good family friend go check on her and that was
when he found her. After they took her to the Emergency Room in Washington and they tried their very
best to get her to breath again and were unsuccessful. They pronounced her dead at 10:15 on
Monday night.
Again, my only reason for sharing the details of my mother's death is to let you all know the exact
circumstances in which she died. Our time is precious and we never know what is going to happen to
our loved ones so don't let a day pass where you don't tell them that you love them. I spoke with my
mom on the Sunday night before the accident and the last thing that I said to her was I love you.
I really do appreciate you prayers. Please keep my dad, Brooks Brown in your prayers, he is going to
need it.
Katie Sheorn
Psychology & Physics Department

From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Curtis Anderson Services
Date: February 5, 2004 at 9:15 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int

John Woodward Funeral Home has released the following information concerning calling hours and the
funeral of Mr. Curtis Anderson: Calling hours at the funeral home will be on Thursday, February 5th,
from 12:00 noon until 9:00 p.m. On Friday, February 6, the body will be taken to the family's home
where the family will receive friends any time after 5:00 p.m.
Funeral services for Mr. Anderson will be held Saturday, February 7th, at the United House of Prayer in
Spartanburg at 1:00 p.m.

From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Curtis Anderson Services
Date: February 5, 2004 at 1:07 PM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int

There will be NO calling hours today for Curtis Anderson. People may go to Woodward Funeral home
Friday from 11:00 a.m. until 3:00 p.m. The body will be taken to the home at 5:00 p.m. and the family
will receive friends there after 5. Saturday's funeral service will still be held as previously announced at
1:00 p.m., United House of Prayer.

From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: February 5, 2004 at 9:24 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int, Wofford Students (WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int)
WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int

Wofford College Daily Announcements
Thursday, February 05, 2004
- Duke and UNC tonight
- Intramural Basketball
- Mosaic Worship Service
- From Career Services
- Talk: Candidate for Chinese Position
- Congressman Jim DeMint visiting Spartanburg
- Lost and Found

Duke and UNC tonight

The DAWGs would like to remind you that the first game between Duke and UNC is in McMillan Theater
tonight, starting at 9:00 PM.

Intramural Basketball

Anyone interested in placing a team in our intramural basketball league needs to submit a roster to Brandon
McKillop no later than Wednesday, Feb. 11. You may email it to him mckillopbs@wofford.edu or deliver it to his
office in the Richardson building. Please do not call Coach McKillop with your team information. He needs a full
roster. Fraternities are limited to 2 teams per fraternity. Females are strongly encouraged to participate. The
number of men's teams will be limited to the first 16 teams to sign up. We will begin play tentatively on Monday,
Feb. 16. Also, anyone interested in officiating the intramural games and making a little extra money should
contact Coach McKillop.

Mosaic Worship Service

Start the Spring semester by attending Mosaic Worship Service featuring music, film, art and a message, Sunday
evening, 7:00p.m., McMillan Theatre.

From Career Services

On Monday, June 7, 2004, there is a teacher job/information fair at the SC State Fairgrounds in Columbia. The
event is sponsored by the SC Department of Education and the Center for Educator Recruitment. Register online
at www.cerra.org
NYU's Summer Publishing Institute (book, magazine, and electronic publishing) will be from June 7-July 16,
2004. Ninety students are selected for this six-week program. The website is www.scps.nyu.edu/471
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Please plan to attend the special convocation honoring the 2003 football team on Thursday, February
12 at 11:00 am in Leonard Auditorium.
Mike Ayers will be the featured speaker.

Talk: Candidate for Chinese Position

Our final candidate for the position in Chinese will visit campus Friday, February 6. Please welcome Professor
De-an Wu Swihart as she speaks Friday at 2:00 in Olin 213 .

Congressman Jim DeMint visiting Spartanburg
United States Congressman and U.S. Senate candidate Jim DeMint will speak at USCS this evening at 5:30 p.m.
All are invited and encouraged to attend.

Lost and Found

Lost: a Canon Elph Digital Camera. It was lost sometime last week It's in a black and grey case, with a black
strap. Reward Offered! Please contact Dakota Willimon at x4821 or willimondv@wofford.edu. Thank you!
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Wofford College Daily Announcements
Friday, February 06, 2004
- Andrews Fieldhouse Closed
- South Carolina Collegiate Entrepreneurship Award
- Orientation Staff Leaders
- Interim Pictures for the Yearbook
- Chinese Candidate Talk
- Tennis at home Saturday
- Support Group for Loss
- Mosaic Evening Service
- Basketball at Home Monday
- Lost and Found

Andrews Fieldhouse Closed

Andrews Fieldhouse will be closed for use until Monday, Feb. 9.

South Carolina Collegiate Entrepreneurship Award

$2,000 First Prize
$1,000 Second Prize
This award recognizes South Carolina undergraduate and graduate business owners for their entrepreneurial
initiatives. Applicants must be full-time students operating their own businesses. Winners will be recognized at
the U.S. SBA Small Business Week luncheon in Columbia in May, 2004. To be considered, fill out the application
which can be found in Student Affairs. Follow the instructions on the reverse side of the notice
Applications Deadline: March 15th, 2004
For more information: priscif@clemson.edu
(864) 656-7235

Orientation Staff Leaders

Looking for positive motivated student leaders to lead Orientation 2004. Applications for staff are available in
Student Affairs. Pick one up and sign up for a group interview time.
Chair applications also available. Interviews are to be scheduled on an individual basis.
Questions: Dean Bigger or Dean Wallace

Interim Pictures for the Yearbook

We need pictures from Interim. So if you stayed here, did an internship, traveled, or made up your own, we want
to know about it. Your pictures will be scanned and returned to you.
Please include:
Your name and CPO
The names and years of those in the picture
Where and what the picture is of
All pictures need to be turned in to CPO 747 by Tuesday Feb. 10.
If you have digital pictures that are 300 DPI they may be emailed to HarrisLE@wofford.edu with all the
corresponding information.

Chinese Candidate Talk

Please welcome Professor De-an Wu Swihart, candidate for the position in Chinese, as she speaks about Chinese
fiction and gives a brief Chinese lesson. Her presentation takes place Friday at 2:00 in Olin 213 .

Tennis at home Saturday

Make your way to the Reeves Tennis Center on Saturday afternoon as the men's and women's tennis teams face
Coastal Carolina.
The match begins at Noon. Show your support for the Terrier tennis program.

Support Group for Loss

Any member of the Wofford community in need of support and guidance due to a significant recent loss in his or
her life is invited to join this support group. The group will meet in the Counseling Office in the Infirmary
building. The first meeting will be next Tuesday, February 10, at 11am, but the day and time for subsequent
meetings will be determined by the schedules of the group members. If you are interested or have questions,
please contact Michelle George at ext.4373 or georgemf@wofford.edu.

Mosaic Evening Service

The Mosaic Worship Service will begin this Sunday, 7:00 p.m., McMillan Theatre. Join Wofford student for
music, film, art and a message.

Basketball at home Monday

The men's and women's basketball teams are in action at the Benjamin Johnson Arena on Monday night, Feb. 9th.
The women face Appalachian State at 5:00 and the men take on UNC Greensboro at 7:00.
Remember to become part of the new Wofford spirit group, the Taco Dog Barking Brigade, at the game on

Remember to become part of the new Wofford spirit group, the Taco Dog Barking Brigade, at the game on
Monday. Barking Brigade shirts will be on-sale for $5.00 and with your shirt purchase you get a $5.00 gift
certificate to Taco Dog.
Be Loud. Wear the Shirt. Join the ranks of the Barking Brigade.

Lost and Found

Lost: Black fleece North Face jacket in a small sometime over interim in Olin. Contact Ashley Clary Ext. 4818
claryav@wofford.edu
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Wofford College Daily Announcements
Monday, February 09, 2004
- Textbook Return
- Spring Convocation - Tuesday, Feb. 10th
- Get ready for Leadership Wofford 2004
- Exciting New Study Abroad Opportunities
- Zoolander @ McMillan
- Pre Law Society Meeting
- College Bowl Team Places 3rd at Sectionals
- PSA: Love is in the air!
- Baseball promotions meeting
- Lost and Found

Textbook Return

The Wofford Bookstore will begin returning Spring Semester textbooks in 2 weeks. We will be returning books to
publishers beginning the week of Feb. 16. If you haven't bought your textbooks yet, you need to do so within the
next two weeks because we will be packing up and returning this semester's texts the week of Feb. 16.
Thank you.

Spring Convocation - Tuesday, Feb. 10th

Organist Bradford Gee will perform a recital as part of Opening Convocation for the spring semester on Tuesday,
Feb. 10th at 11 a.m. in Leonard Auditorium.
Mr. Gee's program includes works by Marcello, Heron, Bach and several 20th century composers.
All members of the campus community are invited and encouraged to attend this event.

Get ready for Leadership Wofford 2004

The Wofford College Office of Leadership Programs is sponsoring Leadership Wofford 2004-Maximize the
Moment. The 1-1/2 day conference will take place on March 12-13, 2004. The location TBA. All student
organizations are invited to send representatives. Keep your calendar open and get ready to maximize the
Moment.
For more information contact Mr. Darrin Goss at 4043.

Exciting New Study Abroad Opportunities
Wanda Dutton from the School for International Training (SIT) will be here Tuesday,

Wanda Dutton from the School for International Training (SIT) will be here Tuesday,
February 10 at 11:00 a.m. in Olin 213.
Barrie Short from the Institute for the International Education of Students (IES) will be on
campus Wednesday, February 11 from 4 until 6 p.m. in Olin 213. Pizza will be served.
Please contact ext. 4510 for more information.
Zoolander @ McMillan

After the basketball game come to McMillan theatre at 9:00 to watch Zoolander, supported by the New Dorm
RA's.

Pre Law Society Meeting

There will be a meeting for current members as well as any students interested in joining Phi Alpha Delta on
Tuesday, February 10th at 7pm in Shipp Hall Lounge. We will be discussing programs and speakers for the
semester and initiation of new members. If you will not be able to attend or have any questions, please contact
Melissa Fried (friedma@wofford.edu). Thanks.

College Bowl Team Places 3rd at Sectionals

In their first time competing at NAQT Sectionals, the Wofford College Bowl Team took 3rd place in the Division
II competition, finishing slightly behind 1st place Emory and 2nd place Athens State. On the way to a 10-3 record
for the competition, Wofford defeated teams from the University of Florida, Tulane University, and UTChattanooga, and finished several places ahead of the two teams from Furman.
The Wofford team was made up of five students: Ben Ingram, Ben McCraw, Elizabeth Weaver, Lena Sandifer and
Carmela Orsini, all of whom performed extremely well. The 'two Bens' both placed among the top ten individual
scorers.
The College Bowl Team will wrap up its season in two weeks when it travels to Knoxville for the CBI Regional
Tournament.

PSA: Love is in the air

Join us Tuesday at 7 pm for dinner, worship, prayer and our program: Love is in the air.
582/5600 spartanburgpsa.org

Baseball promotions meeting

Students interested in helping with the baseball promotions team, please make plans to be at a short meeting on
either:
Tuesday, Feb. 10 at 3:30 pm OR
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Opening Convocation for Spring Semester will be held tomorrow at 11:00 am in Leonard
Auditorium.
All members of the campus community are encouraged to attend this event. Dr. Ron
Robinson will speak and organist Bradford Gee will perform a recital. Mr. Gee's program
includes works by Marcello, Heron, Bach and several 20th century composers.

Tuesday, Feb. 10 at 3:30 pm OR
Wednesday, Feb. 11 at 3:30 pm
in the athletic administration conference room.
If you are unable to make these meeting times, but want to help, call Lenny Mathis at ext. 4110.

Lost and Found

Lost: a brown Nine West wallet in Shipp on Friday night. If found please contact Melissa Fried at ext.
5436 friedma@woford.edu.
Found: A set of keys at the row Friday night. The keys are to a Ford vehicle, a Toyota vehicle, and the dorm key
says "S - 250", which I'm assuming is Shipp. Contact Bailey, at ext. 5263 to claim.
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Wofford College Daily Announcements
Tuesday, February 10, 2004
- Spring Convocation - Tuesday, Feb. 10th
- Football Convocation - Thursday, Feb. 12th
- Interview with Palmetto Bank
- Spring Admission Events
- Volunteer in the Reading Festival
- How About Some Church’s Chicken?
- Celebrate V-day
- Holy Communion
- Spring Convocation - Tuesday, Feb. 10th
- What is the Barking Brigade?
- Holy Communion
- Last Chance for Interim Pictures

Spring Convocation - Tuesday, Feb. 10th

Organist Bradford Gee will perform a recital as part of Opening Convocation for the spring semester on Tuesday,
Feb. 10th at 11 a.m. in Leonard Auditorium.
Mr. Gee's program includes works by Marcello, Heron, Bach and several 20th century composers.
All members of the campus community are invited and encouraged to attend this event.

Football Convocation - Thursday, Feb. 12th

There will be a special convocation honoring the 2003 football team on Thursday, Feb. 12 at 11:00 in Leonard
Auditorium. Head Coach Mike Ayers is the featured speaker.

Interview with Palmetto Bank

On Tuesday, March 2, Palmetto Bank will hold interviews in the Career Services Office for their management
training program. Requirements are a minimum overall GPA of 2.85 in one of the business majors. Come by
Career Services to sign up and to submit your resume.

Spring Admission Events

Please put these dates on your calendar:
Saturday, April 17: Spring Hospitality Program.
High school juniors are invited to campus for a glimpse into the Wofford community.
Contact Ellen Cartee at x4134 for more information.

Contact Ellen Cartee at x4134 for more information.
Sunday & Monday, April 18-19: Night & Day Overnight Program.
Accepted students are invited to stay overnight on campus and attend class the next morning.
Contact Jenni Lister at x4135 for more information.

Volunteer in the Reading Festival

Want to get involved with book signings, story telling, face painting, and other activities for the whole family? If
so, on Saturday, March 6th from 10am-4pm, the Spartanburg Public Library is hosting a reading festival.
Volunteers are needed to either work the full day or two hour shifts throughout the day. For more information,
contact Laura Perricone at 596-3500 ext. 1258.
This message is sponsored by Volunteer Services.

How About Some Church’s Chicken?

Souljahs for Christ, a Wofford chartered organization, will be having its weekly Bible study discussion Thursday
February 12, 2004 in Shipp Hall lounge at 9:00. Come enjoy Christian fellowship, growth, and some good food.
Everyone is welcome to come.

Celebrate V-day

Celebrate V-day by attending the Vagina Monologues on Friday 13th or Saturday 14th at 8pm or on Sunday at
2pm in the Tony White Theatre. Tickets are $4 for students and part of the proceeds will go to Safe Homes in
Spartanburg. To reserve tickets call x4080.

Holy Communion

Feel the warmth of God's love every Tuesday evening at 5:15 p.m. in Mickel Chapel by participating in the Holy
Communion Service.

Spring Convocation - Tuesday, Feb. 10th

Organist Bradford Gee will perform a recital as part of Opening Convocation for the spring semester on Tuesday,
Feb. 10th at 11 a.m. in Leonard Auditorium.
Mr. Gee's program includes works by Marcello, Heron, Bach and several 20th century composers.
All members of the campus community are invited and encouraged to attend this event.

What is the Barking Brigade?

Over the last week, many of students have asked 'What is the 'Barking Brigade' and how does it work?'

Over the last week, many of students have asked 'What is the 'Barking Brigade' and how does it work?'
Much like the 'Dawg Pound' from years past, this is the basketball/volleyball spirit group that kicked off in the
middle of interim.
The rules of the 'Barking Brigade' are simple.
Be loud in support of your Terriers.
And wear the official 'Barking Brigade' t-shirt.
You can purchase a shirt by contacting Lenny Mathis at Ext. 4110 for only $5.00. With your purchase, you get a
$5.00 gift certificate to Taco Dog for a free meal.
By design, the 'Barking Brigade' is not sport specific. As a way of promoting all teams that call Ben Johnson
home, you will see and hear about the 'Brigade' not only during men's and women's hoops season, but during
volleyball season in the fall.
Wofford students help to create a great home court advantage (in basketball and volleyball) and the 'Barking
Brigade' is the new name for that spirit.
Remember...BE LOUD.
Wear the shirt.
Join the ranks.
The Benjamin Johnson Arena 'Barking Brigade.'
Lenny Mathis (Ext. 4110)
PS. Those wearing the 'Barking Brigade' shirt to Saturday's game with Furman get a free drink, compliments of
Aramark.

Holy Communion

Feel the warmth of God's love in Mickel Chapel every Tuesday evening at 5:15 p.m. as we participate in Holy
Communion.

Last Chance for Interim Pictures

This is a reminder that all interim pictures need to be turned in by tomorrow, in order to be considered for the
yearbook.
So if you stayed here, did an internship, traveled, or made up your own, we want to know about it. Your pictures
will be scanned and returned to you.
Please include: your name and CPO, the names and years of those in the picture, and where and what the picture
is of.
All Pictures need to be turned in to CPO 747 by Tuesday, Feb. 10th.
If you have digital pictures that are 300 DPI they may be emailed to HarrisLE@wofford.edu with all the
corresponding information.
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Cards, Keys and Locks
Welcome Back. Not that the drop/add has passed, we hope everyone is comfortable with their
schedule for second semester. As we begin the new term, we remind new faculty, staff and students to
come by the Public Safety Office, have an ID card made and register their vehicles.
Vehicles: All unregistered vehicles are subject to ticketing and towing. If you did not purchase a
permit last semester, you have until Wednesday, February 11, 2004 at noon to do so without occurring
additional tickets.
Parking: Students, please do not park in faculty or staff parking places. Do not park illegally, in
spaces marked for visitors, in handicapped spaces or on the campus drive. This means do not drive to
meals. Do not park on the curb at the Burwell Building.
Card-Keys: Students if you have misplaced your card-key or it does not work properly, please come by
the office and get a new one.
Protect Yourself: Lock you vehicles, make sure that there are no valuables in sight and lock your
room and office doors. Wofford is a very open campus, and we can never be too careful.
Thank you for your cooperation,
Wofford Public Safety
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Wofford College Daily Announcements
Wednesday, February 11, 2004
- Convocation to Honor Football Team
- Intramural Basketball
- Internationally Acclaimed Guitarist at Wofford
- Rotaract Club Meeting
- Study Abroad Applications
- Guest Speakers on American Religion Thursday
- Black and Gold Ball
- Terriers vs. Cougars Tonight
- Summer Internships at Milliken
- Summer employment for seniors
- Ultimate Frisbee
- Lost and Found

Convocation to Honor Football Team
There will be a special convocation honoring the 2003 football team Feb. 12 at 11:00 am in Leonard Auditorium.
Head Coach Mike Ayers is the featured speaker. Please plan to attend.
Intramural Basketball

Just a reminder to anyone interested in intramural basketball, rosters must be turned in by today, Wednesday
February 11, at 5:00 PM. Play will start on Monday, February 16. Please contact Coach McKillop with any
questions, comments or concerns.

Internationally Acclaimed Guitarist at Wofford

Dimitri Illarionov, a young Russian who has won classical guitar competitions in Belgium, Poland, Russia, the
Czech Republic, and the United States, will be performing this Thursday, Feb. 12, in Wofford's Troubadour
Series, Papadopoulos Building, 7:00 pm. Please visit his Web site at www.illarionov.com.

Rotaract Club Meeting

Are you interested in the Rotaract Club? We will be having our first meeting this semester in the AAAS room in
Burwell. Be sure to join us in the faculty line at 12:00 this Thursday the 12th.

Study Abroad Applications

Study abroad applications are due by 5:00 p.m. on Monday, March 1. Students who are interested in studying
during the summer or fall of 2004 or the 2004-2005 academic year should make an appointment with the Office
of Programs Abroad ASAP. Please come by the office in Dupre Administration or call 4510.

Guest Speakers on American Religion Thursday

You are invited to hear guest speakers for the Religion 340 senior seminar (Religion in America) this Thursday,
February 12, AAAS Room of Burwell, 3-6 p.m. The topics are: Presbyterianism, Methodism, and Moravianism.
The speakers are Dr. William H. Waterstradt, First Presbyterian Church; Rev. Lawrence F. Hays, Bethel United
Methodist Church; and Dr. John M. Bullard, professor-emeritus.

Black and Gold Ball

All Wofford students are invited to attend the Black and Gold Ball this Friday, February 13th, at the Cleveland
Park Event Center from 9pm until midnight. Semi-formal attire; transportation provided; light hors d'oeurves
served; cash bar for over 21. Hope to see you there.

Terriers vs. Cougars Tonight

Make plans to attend tonight's men's basketball contest between your Terriers and the Cougars from the College
of Charleston. Let's show the Cougs what home court advantage is all about.
Tip-off is at 7:00 pm at the Benjamin Johnson Arena.
Be Loud. Wear the shirt. Join the ranks.
The Taco Dog Barking Brigade
(Remember, arch rival Furman invades the Arena Saturday at 7:00 pm)

Summer Internships at Milliken

On Tuesday, March 2, 2004, Milliken will hold interviews in the Career Services Office for all summer internship
positions. Requirements include overall GPA of 3.0, and an interest in a career in business. Note that a business
major is not required. Important Date: Deadline for receipt of resumes in the CS Office is Thursday, February 19.

Summer employment for seniors:

The Governor's School is seeking seniors ('04) for counselor positions this summer. The school session runs from
June 6-July 12 at the College of Charleston. The job pays $2,200 plus room and board at the College of
Charleston. For more information and to apply, see http://www.guvie.cofc.edu

Ultimate Frisbee

Ultimate Frisbee

Wofford Ultimate will be playing tomorrow at 5 on the intramural field. It’s a good time, I promise. So, if anyone
is interested in coming out and playing tomorrow, please do not hesitate, everyone is welcome. If there are any
questions, contact Jordan Thrasher at thrasherjs@wofford.edu.

Lost and Found

Found: A cell phone was found in DuPre bathroom 1-5 on Saturday, Feb 7th. Contact Jeff Taylor (ext 5231,
taylorjs@wofford.edu). Must describe phone to claim it.
Lost: Red portable cd player with headphones and a Linkin Park cd inside. CD player is in a "U" shape. Please
contact James Bailey @ Ext. 5096 or BaileyJM@Wofford.edu.
Lost: a writing for the Mass Media book, large, paperback, blue, lost last Thurs. If found please call 5271
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Wofford College Daily Announcements
Thursday, February 12, 2004

- March Madness the Wofford Way
- Phone System Maintenance
- Judicial Commission
- Literary Salon 2004
- Reading & Mentoring with Children
- Internationally Acclaimed Guitarist at Wofford
- A Terrier gets you $50
- PSA Bible Fellowship
- Rotaract Club Meeting
- Celebrate V-Day
- Mosaic
- Lost and Found

March Madness the Wofford Way
Get your teams together for the Inaugural Student Alumni Association 3 on 3 Basketball Tournament and
Cookout - Sunday, March 14th in the newly renovated Andrews Field House. The tournament will start at 2pm
and our champions will be crowned around 6:30pm. Registration forms available in Burwell. Great Prizes,
Hoops & Fun.
More information to come...

Phone System Maintenance
We will be completing the routine maintenance on the phone systems for East Milliken, Daniel, Black Science
Annex and the Row Thursday, February 12 from 4:15pm until 6pm. During this time, there may be service
outages and/or call disconnections. Please do not report phone problems for these areas unless they continue after
the maintenance has been completed at 6pm.
We apologize for any inconvenience this may cause and thank you for your cooperation.
IT Department

Judicial Commission
Reminder that Judicial Commission Petitions are due on Friday, February 13, 2004. You may also pick up
petitions for Campus Union Delegate starting on Friday, February 13, 2004.
Literary Salon 2004
Come one, come all to the Fourth Annual Literary Salon: A United Stand to Embrace Our Heritage. This will
be a celebration of African-American heritage through artistic expression, such as, poetry, dance, song, speeches,
etc. The program will be held in the Papadopoulos Room on February 19- at 7 pm. It is our desire that all facets

given to Safe Homes of Spartanburg.
Mosaic

Mosaic (Putting Together The Pieces) featuring Music, Art, Film and a Message. Sunday, February 15, 7:00 p.m.,
McMillan Theatre.

Lost and Found

Found: a walkie-talkie antenna in front of the Rodger Milliken Science Center. Contact Lisa Thomas in Biology
at 4620 to claim.
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Wofford College Daily Announcements
Friday, February 13, 2004
- Allyn Steele Honored by USA Today
- Literary Salon 2004
- Driving to Charlotte Saturday?
- Wofford Writers Series Presents Brad Watson
- Mathematics Candidate to Speak
- Intramural Basketball
- 2004 Helmus Contest
- Mosaic Service
- Yearbook Staff for Next Year
- Terriers vs. Paladins on Saturday
- The Vagina Monologues This Weekend Only
- Lost and Found

Allyn Steele Honored by USA Today
Allyn Steele, current Presidential International Scholar, was selected for the second team of USA Today's 2004
All-USA College Academic Teams. All of Wofford College should celebrate Allyn's achievement---he is among
the top 40 students in the nation.
Wofford is the only SC institution with a student on any of the USA Today academic teams.
This is the highest recognition by USA Today of a Wofford student. Former presidential scholars Kris Neely and
Allyson Gibson were both selected as honorable mentions for USA Today's academic teams.

Literary Salon 2004
Come one, come all to the Fourth Annual Literary Salon: A United Stand to Embrace Our Heritage. This will
be a celebration of African-American heritage through artistic expression, such as, poetry, dance, song, speeches,
etc. The program will be held in the Papadopoulos Room on February 19- at 7 pm. It is our desire that all facets
of the Wofford and Spartanburg communities will unite to reflect and celebrate work by African-Americans.
If you are interested in performing in the show, please limit your performance to 4 minutes. The deadline to sign
up is February 13th at 5pm. Please email us at literarysalon2004@hotmail.com to confirm your participation in
the program. Thanks and we look forward to seeing all of you there.

Driving to Charlotte Saturday?

I am trying to find a student who might be able to take our Troubadour Series artist to the Charlotte airport on
Saturday morning. Please contact me as soon as possible if you or someone you know is heading to Charlotte this
weekend. Thanks, Dr. Akers x4261.

given to Safe Homes of Spartanburg.
Mosaic

Mosaic (Putting Together The Pieces) featuring Music, Art, Film and a Message. Sunday, February 15, 7:00 p.m.,
McMillan Theatre.

Lost and Found

Found: a walkie-talkie antenna in front of the Rodger Milliken Science Center. Contact Lisa Thomas in Biology
at 4620 to claim.
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Coming off Wednesday's thrilling win over College of Charleston, the Terriers now look ahead to Saturday night's
showdown with the Furman Paladins.
Tip-off at the Benjamin Johnson Arena is 7:00 pm. Show your support for the Terriers and spend part of your
Valentine's Night with us.
Be Loud. Wear the shirt. Join the ranks.
Taco Dog Barking Brigade -- call 4110 for more info.

The Vagina Monologues - This Weekend Only

Help celebrate V-DAY by attending The Vagina Monologues this weekend at 8pm on Friday and Saturday and at
2pm on Sunday. Call to reserve your tickets at 4080. Your contribution, or ticket price, will be going to Safe
Homes Rape Crisis Coalition. Hope to see you there.

Lost and Found
Lost: white gold hoop with three small diamonds either on the lawn between Dupree and Shipp or on the second
floor of old main- if found please contact Arden Dickinson 266-2071
Found: two jackets near the arena on Wed., Feb. 11th. One black and one red. Contact Student Affairs, ext.
4040.
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From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Announcement
Date: February 13, 2004 at 3:32 PM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int

Planned Administrators, Inc. (PAI) Site Visit
Ms. Gertie Farnum, PAI Claims Supervisor, will be on campus Thursday, February 26th from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00
p.m. to answer your questions about claims, claims processing, explanation of benefits (EOB), and any other
questions or issues you may have. PAI is committed to providing quality customer service and Ms. Farnum’s visit
supports that commitment. Please take advantage of this great opportunity by scheduling an appointment through
Human Resources at extension 4230.

From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Special Announcement
Date: February 16, 2004 at 2:52 PM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int, Wofford Students (WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int)
WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int

Roger Milliken Science Center - Ceremony
All members of the Wofford community are invited to a special brief ceremony on Tuesday, February 17 at 11:00
am on the second floor of the renovated section of Roger Milliken Science Center. As part of the meeting of the
Board of Trustees, a special ceremony is planned to formally open the three renovated floors of the Center, and
dedicate the second floor, now housing the Psychology department, to honor Professor of Psychology Emeritus
James E. Seegars. Please join us for this special event.

From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: PAI Site Visit
Date: February 16, 2004 at 2:53 PM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int

Planned Administrators, Inc. (PAI) Site Visit

Ms. Gertie Farnum, PAI Claims Supervisor, will be on campus Thursday, February 26th from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00
p.m. to answer your questions about claims, claims processing, explanation of benefits (EOB), and any other
questions or issues you may have. PAI is committed to providing quality customer service and Ms. Farnum’s visit
supports that commitment. Please take advantage of this great opportunity by scheduling an appointment through
Human Resources at extension 4230.

weekend. Thanks, Dr. Akers x4261.

Wofford Writers Series Presents Brad Watson

Brad Watson, whose novel The Heaven of Mercury was nominated for a National Book Award, will be visiting
campus on February 19. Please join us for an informal question-answer session at 3:30 in Shipp Hall Lounge and
a reading at 7:30 in the MacMillan Theater.

Mathematics Candidate to Speak

Dr. Leigh Lunsford of the University of Alabama Huntsville will give a talk of general mathematical interest
today at 4:00 p.m. in Olin 213. Everyone is cordially invited.

Intramural Basketball

The intramural basketball schedule will be posted on Sunday afternoon. We are in the process of finalizing the
schedule today. Thanks for your interest. Play will start Monday evening.

2004 Helmus Contest

Need money?
Don't forget the March 1st deadline for submissions to the Wofford Helmus Contest.
The Helmus Award is given to two students each year in the areas of poetry and short fiction, so even if you don't
consider yourself much of a 'writer,' don't pass up this opportunity to make money. Please submit all work and/or
questions to Kenny Camacho, editor of The Journal either by campus mail at CPO 365 or email at
camachokm@wofford.edu.

Mosaic Service

Mosaic Service, Sunday evenings, 7:00 p.m., MacMillan Theatre - Featuring Music, Art, Film and a message.

Yearbook Staff for Next Year

Soon the Publications Board will be interviewing students for the positions of editor, section editor(s), and
photographer for next year's Bohemian. If you have questions or want to pick up an application, see Dr. Trakas
(Main 328) or Lauren Dempsey.

Terriers vs. Paladins on Saturday

Coming off Wednesday's thrilling win over College of Charleston, the Terriers now look ahead to Saturday night's
showdown with the Furman Paladins.
Tip-off at the Benjamin Johnson Arena is 7:00 pm. Show your support for the Terriers and spend part of your
Valentine's Night with us.
Be Loud. Wear the shirt. Join the ranks.
Taco Dog Barking Brigade -- call 4110 for more info.

The Vagina Monologues - This Weekend Only

Help celebrate V-DAY by attending The Vagina Monologues this weekend at 8pm on Friday and Saturday and at
2pm on Sunday. Call to reserve your tickets at 4080. Your contribution, or ticket price, will be going to Safe
Homes Rape Crisis Coalition. Hope to see you there.

Lost and Found
Lost: white gold hoop with three small diamonds either on the lawn between Dupree and Shipp or on the second
floor of old main- if found please contact Arden Dickinson 266-2071
Found: two jackets near the arena on Wed., Feb. 11th. One black and one red. Contact Student Affairs, ext.
4040.
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etc. The program will be held in the Papadopoulos Room on February 19- at 7 pm. It is our desire that all facets
of the Wofford and Spartanburg communities will unite to reflect and celebrate work by African-Americans.
If you are interested in performing in the show, please limit your performance to 4 minutes. The deadline to sign
up is February 13th at 5pm. Please email us at literarysalon2004@hotmail.com to confirm your participation in
the program. Thanks and we look forward to seeing all of you there.

Reading & Mentoring with Children

Park Hills Elementary School is looking for some helpers to assist with their Academic Mentoring Program,
HOSTS (Helping One Student to Succeed). Volunteers are welcome from Monday-Thursday for just 30 minutes
between 8.15am-12pm and 12.30pm-1pm. For more information and/or to sign up, please contact Karen Rogers
at 594.4465.
This message is sponsored by Volunteer Services.
Internationally Acclaimed Guitarist at Wofford

Dimitri Illarionov, a young Russian who has won classical guitar competitions in Belgium, Poland, Russia, the
Czech Republic, and the United States, will be performing this Thursday, Feb. 12, in Wofford's Troubadour
Series, Papadopoulos Building, 7:00 pm. Please visit his Web site at www.illarionov.com.
A Terrier gets you $50

Wanna help out with Terrier Play Day?
Can You Draw?
Wanna win $50 bucks?
If you said yes to all three questions then enter the Terrier Play Day T-shirt Challenge. Send all designs for the
2004 Terrier Play Day T-Shirt to CPO 566. All entries are due Feb. 27th. Remember, the winning design is worth
$50 dollars so get your drawings in today.
Send questions to: EgbuniweMN@Wofford.edu
PSA Bible Fellowship

Join us at our student led Bible fellowship Thursday at 5:15 pm in Zach's.
Rotaract Club Meeting

Are you interested in the Rotaract Club? We will be having our first meeting this semester in the AAAS room in
Burwell. Be sure to join us in the faculty line at 12:00 this Thursday the 12th
Celebrate V-Day

February 14th is not only St. Patrick's Day, but V-DAY as well. V-DAY is a global movement to end violence
against women and girls. Help celebrate by attending 'The Vagina Monologues' on Friday and Saturday (13,14) at
8pm and on Sunday at 2pm in the Tony White Theatre. Part of your contribution of $4 (student price) will be
given to Safe Homes of Spartanburg.

given to Safe Homes of Spartanburg.
Mosaic

Mosaic (Putting Together The Pieces) featuring Music, Art, Film and a Message. Sunday, February 15, 7:00 p.m.,
McMillan Theatre.

Lost and Found

Found: a walkie-talkie antenna in front of the Rodger Milliken Science Center. Contact Lisa Thomas in Biology
at 4620 to claim.
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From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: February 16, 2004 at 2:54 PM
To: Wofford Students (WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int) WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int, Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int)
WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int

Wofford College Daily Announcements
Monday, February 16, 2004
- Holy Communion
- Officer Speeches and Voting
- Until the Violence Stops: The Vagina Monologues
- LSAT practice
- Washington Internships
- Milliken internship interviews deadline
- Lost and Found

Holy Communion
Feel the warmth of God's love at the candlelight service of Holy Communion every Tuesday at 5:15 p.m., Mickel
Chapel.

Officer Speeches and Voting
Reminder: Student Body Officer Elections are this Wednesday and will be conducted online. Please come
support these candidates by being present at their speeches in Leonard Auditorium today at 5:00PM. We will see
you there!

Until the Violence Stops: The Vagina Monologues

Lifetime Television will be airing a special showing of 'Until the Violence Stops: The Vagina Monologues'
featuring Selma Hayek, Lisa Gay Hamilton, and Rosie Perez. The showing will be at 10:00 pm in McMillan
Theater. Come out and discuss and learn how you can take part in stopping the violence against women.

LSAT practice

There will be a practice LSAT offered Wednesday, February 18, 2004 at 7:00 pm in Daniel 203. Also, if you are
interested in pre-law activities and did not receive an email directly from me concerning this practice; please
contact me so I can add you to the list.

Washington Internships

Students interested in Washington internships for the semester are invited to attend an information session
Tuesday, February 17, at 11:00 a.m. in Olin 213. This opportunity is for Wofford Scholars only. Please contact
ext. 4510 with questions.

ext. 4510 with questions.

Milliken internship interviews deadline

The deadline for receipt of resumes for the Milliken internship interviews in the Career Services Office is
Thursday, February 19. Preference is for a GPA of 3.0 and an interest in a business career. (Any major may
apply.)

Lost and Found
Found: A Silver Car Key, found between Evins St. Dorm rooms 310 and 312 last Tuesday. If this is yours please
contact me at x5471 or fergusonjm@wofford.edu.
Lost: a pair of Maui Jim sunglasses, if found please contact Jennifer Wallace (ext 5339, wallacejl@wofford.edu)

From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: February 17, 2004 at 11:58 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int, Wofford Students (WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int)
WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int

Wofford College Daily Announcements
Tuesday, February 17, 2004
- March Madness
- College Speaker
- Ghost Ranch Exhibition
- Writers Series Presents Brad Watson
- Order Your Class Ring
- Andrews Fieldhouse Open
- Helmus Contest
- Lost and Found

March Madness the Wofford Way
Get your teams together for the Inaugural Student Alumni Association 3 on 3 Basketball Tournament and
Cookout - Sunday, March 14th in the newly renovated Andrews Field House. The tournament will start at 2pm
and our champions will be crowned around 6:30pm. Registration forms available in Burwell - please register by
March 8th. Great Prizes, Hoops & Fun. Contact Andre Caldwell to register and for more information caldwellab@wofford.edu

College Speaker

Dr. Werner Fornos will speak in Olin Theater on Thursday, February 19, at 2:30. He is president of the
Population Institute, an organization concerned with the balance of world population and resources. He has
spoken at colleges and universities across the nation. Faculty and students are invited to attend.

Ghost Ranch Exhibition
There will be a Ghost Ranch Exhibition on Tuesday, February 17 at 7 pm featuring artwork made in
silversmithing, ceramics, and painting classes by Wofford and Converse students who attended the Ghost Ranch
interim in New Mexico this past January. Taking place in the Sneakers Coffeehouse at Converse, the exhibitions
also includes a poetry reading at 8 pm and live music beginning at 8:30. Food and spirits native to New Mexico
will be served, so please come and enjoy.

Writers Series Presents Brad Watson

Brad Watson, whose recent novel The Heaven of Mercury was nominated for a National Book Award, will be
visiting campus on Thursday, February 19. Please join us for an informal question-answer session at 3:30 in
Shipp Hall Lounge and a reading at 7:30 in the McMillan Theater.

Order Your Class Ring

Order Your Class Ring

Josten will be on campus taking class ring orders on February 23 and 24 from 10:00 a.m. till 3:00 p.m. in the
lounge, Campus Life Building. Be sure to come by to order your class ring Feb. 23 and 24, Campus Life Building
Lounge.

Andrews Fieldhouse Open

The basketball court at Andrews Fieldhouse is open for play when available.

Helmus Contest
Need money?
Don't forget the March 1st deadline for submissions to the Wofford Helmus Contest.
The Helmus Award is given to two students each year in the areas of poetry and short fiction, so even if you don't
consider yourself much of a 'writer,' don't pass up this opportunity to make money. Please submit all work and/or
questions to Kenny Camacho, editor of The Journal either by campus mail at CPO 365 or email at
camachokm@wofford.edu.
Lost and Found
Lost: a blue and white Nokia cell phone to the list. I lost it about 5 days ago.
Contact Brandon S Smith ext 4927
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From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: February 18, 2004 at 10:42 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int, Wofford Students (WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int)
WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int

Wofford College Daily Announcements
Wednesday, February 18, 2004
- Thursday Speaker
- March Madness the Wofford Way
- Spirituality Sessions
- Adopt-A-Shelf Program
- Special Student Offer for Basketball Tournament
- Orientation Staff for 2004
- Wet and Powerless Surf Video
- IFC Spring Rush
- Lost and Found

Thursday Speaker
Dr. Werner Fornos will speak in Olin Theater on Thursday, February 19, at 2:30. He is president of the
Population Institute, an organization concerned with the balance of world population and resources. He has
spoken at colleges and universities across the nation. Faculty and students are invited to attend.

March Madness the Wofford Way
Get your teams together for the Inaugural Student Alumni Association 3 on 3 Basketball Tournament and
Cookout - Sunday, March 14th in the newly renovated Andrews Field House. The tournament will start at 2pm
and our champions will be crowned around 6:30pm. Registration forms available in Burwell - please register by
March 8th. Great Prizes, Hoops & Fun. Contact Andre Caldwell to register and for more information caldwellab@wofford.edu

Spirituality Sessions

Spirituality Sessions meet Wednesday Evenings at 10:00 pm Dupre Hall Lounge.
During Spring Semester '04 we will focus on forming our spiritual lives and we'll use Jim Thomas' Streetwise
Spirituality as a resource. We will also add links to articles on the subjects we are addressing. Campus Ministry is
the sponsor, and food is from Zaxbys.
Sign-ups begin February 2. The group will take new participants through February 25.
Think. Meet. Question. Consider.

Adopt-A-Shelf Program

The Spartanburg County Public Library is offering a new program where you can work at the Public Library at
your convenience. The Adopt-A-Shelf program gives groups or individuals a chance to pick a shelf at the library
to 'adopt' and to maintain every so often. Are you interested? It's easy work and a great way to help out in and for
your community. For more information, please contact Laura Pericone at 596-3500, ext. 1258.
This message is sponsored by Volunteer Services.

Special Student Offer for Basketball Tournament

The Southern Conference and Food Lion have teamed up to offer students at SoCon schools free admission to the
2004 Southern Conference Basketball Tournament. All a student has to do is present a valid student ID along with
a Food Lion MVP card at the tournament box office and his/her admittance to SoCon basketball action is free. To
get your free Food Lion MVP card, just go to www.foodlion.com or stop by a Food Lion grocery store.
The Southern Conference Tournament will take place March 3-6 in Charleston at the North Charleston Coliseum
and McAlister Field House. To find out the exact day and time that your team plays, check with your institution's
ticket office or go to www.SoConSports.com. Admission will be free for any of the men's and women's games as
long as you present the valid student ID from a Southern Conference institution and a Food Lion MVP card.
Remember a student ID and the MVP equals FREE. See you at the tournament.

Orientation Staff for 2004

Student Affairs is still accepting applications for Orientation Staff 2004. Applications and recommendation forms
can be picked up in Student Affairs and are due on Monday, February 23rd.

Wet and Powerless Surf Video

Tonight at 8:00 Wet and Powerless will be showing in McMillan Theater. Wet and Powerless is a fun 30 minute
long surfing video created by Daniel Bass, R. P. Benik, Kristopher Roof and Paul Runge. It was their interim
project that features surfing and some of their own original music, and now they will be presenting their feature in
McMillan Theater tonight at 8:00. Everyone is welcome.
Go to http://webs.wofford.edu/rungepe/surfingvideotrailer.rmvb and download and see a sneak preview of Wet
and Powerless.

IFC Spring Rush

Any students interested in IFC Spring Rush should contact Claude Prevost, prevostct@wofford.edu, by February
27th.

Lost and Found

Found: A pair of silver wire-framed glasses after the Black and Gold Ball on Friday night. To claim contact Dotty
Strobel at strobelde@wofford.edu or ext. 4970.
Found: A car key was found in Leonard Auditorium and has been sent to our Campus Safety Department. Be
prepared to describe the key in order to claim it.

From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: February 19, 2004 at 9:27 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int, Wofford Students (WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int)
WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int

Wofford College Daily Announcements
Thursday, February 19, 2004
- Religion in America Guest Speakers Thursday
- Guest Speaker Today
- Join Us for Discussion
- Women's Hoops at home Saturday
- Helmus Contest

Religion in America Guest Speakers Today
Father Jay Scott Newman of St. Mary's Catholic Church, Greenville, and Rabbi Yossi J. Liebowitz of Temple
B'Nai Israel, Spartanburg, will discuss the history and practices of Catholicism and Judaism in America Thursday,
February 19, in the AAAS Room of Burwell, 3:00 to 6:00 p.m. The discussions, part of the Religion 340 senior
seminar, are open to members of the campus community.

Guest Speaker Today
Dr. Werner Fornos will speak in Olin Theater on Thursday, February 19, at 2:30. He is president of the
Population Institute, an organization concerned with the balance of world population and resources. He has
spoken at colleges and universities across the nation. Faculty and students are invited to attend.

Join Us for Discussion

Souljahs for Christ will be tomorrow after the Literary Salon, at 9pm in Shipp Hall Lounge. Please feel free to
come. We would love to have your fellowship and hear your testimonies.

Women's Hoops at home Saturday

The women's basketball team returns home Saturday, Feb. 21 for a SoCon contest with Davidson.
Tip-off at the Benjamin Johnson Arena is 3:00 pm and this is the final 'Take a Kid to the Game' day of the
basketball season. All kids 12 and under are free with a paying adult.

Helmus Contest

Need money?
Don't forget the March 1st deadline for submissions to the Wofford Helmus Contest.
The Helmus Award is given to two students each year in the areas of poetry and short fiction, so even if you don't

The Helmus Award is given to two students each year in the areas of poetry and short fiction, so even if you don't
consider yourself much of a 'writer,' don't pass up this opportunity to make money. Please submit all work and/or
questions to Kenny Camacho, editor of The Journal either by campus mail at CPO 365 or email at
camachokm@wofford.edu.
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From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: February 20, 2004 at 2:38 PM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int, Wofford Students (WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int)
WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int

Wofford College Daily Announcements
Friday, February 20, 2004
- From Career Services - Internship spring/summer
- Lesesne Travel Grants for Summer
- Mosaic
- Orientation Staff for 2004 and Group Interviews
- Banking Orientation Program - March 3, 2004
- Religious Emphasis Week Activities
- Orientation Co-Chairs Selected
- Next FCA Meeting
- Lost and Found

From Career Services - Internship spring/summer

Racing Museum Internship:
The SC Racing Museum Foundation is seeking students for unpaid spring/summer internships. Duties would
include assisting in collecting memorabilia and working with the executive director to coordinate events. The
museum office in downtown Sptbg is open Tues-Thurs. Flexible scheduling; excellent opportunity for those
interested in public relations and event planning. For information email Bethany Cobb: bcobb@rettpr.com

Lesesne Travel Grants for Summer

Applications for the Lesesne Travel Grants for Summer foreign study are due March 1st. Please pick up
applications in the Office of Programs Abroad, ext. 4510.

Mosaic

Mosaic is a worship experience that weaves together music, film, art, prayer and a message -- Sundays at 7:00 pm
in McMillan Theatre in the Campus Life Building. Join students from the area for forty-five minutes that will
make a difference in your life.

Orientation Staff for 2004 and Group Interviews

Applications are available in Student Affairs for Orientation Staff 2004. Recommendation forms and applications
are due by Monday, February 23rd.
Two Additional Group Interview Times have been added: Tuesday, March 2nd- 4:00 p.m. -5:00 p.m. and
Thursday, March 4th - 2:30 - 3:30 p.m. Signup sheet in Student Affairs.

Banking Orientation Program - March 3, 2004

This full-day program in Tronco's in Columbia is designed by the SC Bankers Association to provide information
(and networking opportunities) about the varied careers available in commercial banking. The deadline for
registering in Career Services for this event is Friday, February 27.
Because of limited seating, only those interested in a banking career should register.

Religious Emphasis Week Activities

Tuesday, February 24, 2004 - 4:45pm -7:15 pm Shrove Tuesday Celebration in Burwell. Pancake Dinner. Music
will be provided by Five & Dime. Sponsored by Wofford Campus Ministers & the Religious Life Council.
Wednesday, February 25, 2004 - Noon & 5:00 pm Service of Imposition of Ashes, Mickel Chapel -- Sponsored
by The Campus Ministry Center.
Thursday, February 26, 2004 - 8:00 pm An Evening with C.S. Lewis, featuring British actor David Payne -McMillan Theatre. Admission is free. This event is sponsored by Religious Life Council.
Saturday, February 28, 2004 - 4:00 pm Campus Revival Service, Leonard Auditorium Sponsored by MultiCultural Affairs and the Association of African-American Students.

Orientation Co-Chairs Selected

Congratulations to Curtis Gaylord and Chris Shugart for being selected as the 2004 Orientation Co-Chairs. The
pool of six applicants were outstanding this year. We would also like to extend congratulations to Kelly Moxley,
Beth Butler, Kristopher Roof and Melissa Fried who have accepted staff positions.

Next FCA Meeting

The next meeting of Fellowship of Christian Athletes will be Wednesday, February 24 in McMillan Theater. The
meeting starts at 9:00pm. The Women's Basketball team will be recognized and your fellow students will share in
worship with music and testimony.

Lost and Found
Lost: a diamond channel band ring probably in Milliken. Reward if Found. Contact LeAnn Lancaster at
LancasterLL@wofford.edu or 704-791-6566.
Lost: Silver earring with three hoops somewhere in Milliken or on the way to the parking lot. If found, contact
triplittts@wofford.edu.
Found: Found in Computer Lab, Olin 207, a Pacific Trail jacket.

From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: February 23, 2004 at 9:23 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int, Wofford Students (WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int)
WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int

Wofford College Daily Announcements
Monday, February 23, 2004
- IFC Rush
- DNA and the Law
- SAA Career Luncheon – for English Majors
- March Madness the Wofford Way
- Special Offer from Palmetto Grill
- Benjamin Ingram Dominates Region 5 Tournament
- APO Meeting
- From Career Services: Racing Museum Internship
- Careers in Banking
- PSA
- Next FCA Meeting
- Orientation Staff Applications
- Religious Emphasis Week
- Final basketball doubleheader tonight
- Lost and Found

IFC Rush
Any students interested in IFC Spring Rush should contact Claude Prevost, prevostct@wofford.edu, by February
27th.

DNA and the Law
Prof. Albert "Buzz" Scherr, nationally known expert on DNA forensics will speak on "DNA & Forensic Science:
Mastery or Magic?" this Thursday, Feb. 26 at 4:00pm in Olin 213. Dr. Scherr is professor at Franklin Pierce Law
Center in New Hampshire. His talk is co-sponsored by the Departments of Philosophy and Biology. Everyone is
welcome. For further information, contact either Prof. Kay or Prof. Moss.

SAA Career Luncheon for English Majors - Tomorrow
The SAA English Career Luncheon is Tuesday at 11am in AAAS Room. Several Wofford alumni
will discuss what they have done with their degree in English since graduation. This is a great networking
opportunity and a chance to learn more about life after college! Please RSVP to Evelyn King x5353 or
kinger@wofford.edu. Lunch provided from faculty dinning room.

March Madness the Wofford Way
Get your teams together for the Inaugural Student Alumni Association 3 on 3 Basketball Tournament and
Cookout - Sunday, March 14th in the newly renovated Andrews Field House. The tournament will start at 2pm
and our champions will be crowned around 6:30pm. Registration forms available in Burwell - please register by
March 8th. Great Prizes, Hoops & Fun. Contact Andre Caldwell to register and for more information -

March 8th. Great Prizes, Hoops & Fun. Contact Andre Caldwell to register and for more information caldwellab@wofford.edu
Special Offer from Palmetto Grill

As you have seen in your PO Box, Palmetto Grill on Whitney Road is now offering a special for Wofford
students, faculty and staff.
Show your Wofford ID on Tuesday’s at Palmetto Grill and get 25% off your entrée or buffet.
Palmetto Grill is a proud supporter of Wofford College Athletics.

Benjamin Ingram Dominates Region 5 Tournament

Junior Benjamin Ingram was the top scorer this past weekend at the Region 5 College Bowl Tournament in
Knoxville, Tennessee, a feat unmatched in the Wofford team's history.
Wofford's College Bowl team wrapped up its season by going 12-2 in the tournament, earning it a spot in the
Region 5 playoffs for the third year in a row. Wofford went 8-0 before falling to Davidson, the tournament's
eventual winner, but rallied to earn a #2 seed in the playoffs, eventually finishing fourth.
Sophomore Benjamin McCraw was the 8th highest scorer at the tournament, marking only the second time that
Wofford has had two players finish in the top ten. Other team members included Elizabeth Weaver, Melia
Brannon, and Daniel Thompson.
Students interested in joining the Wofford College Bowl team for next season should contact Dr. Natalie Grinnell
or Dr. Mark Byrnes.

APO Meeting

APO will be having our first meeting this semester on Wednesday, February 25 at 8:15 in the Bonner lobby. All
members should attend. If you cannot attend, please e-mail blackdn@wofford.edu. Officers will have a short
meeting afterwards.

From Career Services: Racing Museum Internship

The SC Racing Museum Foundation is seeking students for unpaid spring/summer internships. Duties would
include assisting in collecting memorabilia and working with the executive director to coordinate events. The
museum office in downtown Sptbg is open Tues-Thurs. Flexible scheduling; excellent opportunity for those
interested in public relations and event planning. For information email Bethany Cobb: bcobb@rettpr.com.

Careers in Banking

On Wednesday, March 3, in Columbia, the SC Bankers Association is presenting their annual 'Banking
Opportunities' for students interested in careers in banking. The program begins at 10:00 AM and ends at 3:00
PM. Because of limited seating for lunch, only eight students may participate. The event is free, but you must
register in the Career Services Office by 1:00 pm, Friday, February 27.

register in the Career Services Office by 1:00 pm, Friday, February 27.

PSA

Join us at 7 pm at the PSA House Tuesday for Gooney Bird chili and a special guest - Tim from Charlotte. Tim is
quite the expert on alcohol and drugs. As always, we will have prayer and praise singing.
spartanburgpsa.org 5825600

Next FCA Meeting

The next meeting of Fellowship of Christian Athletes will be Wednesday, February 24 in McMillan Theater. The
meeting starts at 9:00pm. The Women's Basketball team will be recognized and your fellow students will share in
worship with music and testimony.

Orientation Staff Applications

Orientation Staff Applications and recommendations are due in Student Affairs no later than Monday, February
23rd at 5:00 p.m.
Make sure you sign up for an interview group in Student Affairs.

Religious Emphasis Week

Holy Communion will not be observed Tuesday evening, instead please participate in the Shrove Tuesday
Celebration in Burwell from 4:45pm - 7:15pm. Pancake Dinner. Music will be provided by Five & Dime.
Sponsored by Wofford Campus Ministers & the Religious Life Council.
Ash Wednesday will be observed at Noon and 5:00pm in Mickel Chapel - Sponsored by the Campus Ministry
Center.
An Evening with C. S. Lewis, featuring British actor David Payne, will be Thursday evening, 8:00pm in
McMillan Theatre. Admission is free. This event is sponsored by the Religious Life Council.
Campus Revival Service will be held, Saturday at 4:00pm, Leonard Auditorium - sponsored by Multi-Cultural
Affairs and the Association of African-American Students.

Final basketball doubleheader tonight

For the last time at home this year, both the Terrier women and men are in action at the Benjamin Johnson Arena.
At 5:00 pm the ladies take on Western Carolina and at 7:00 pm the men face The Citadel.
Fans wearing their 'Taco Dog Barking Brigade' shirts get a free drink at the concession stand compliments of
Aramark. Be Loud. Wear the Shirt. Join the ranks. The Barking Brigade -- for more information call 4110.

Lost and Found

Found: a blue Kyocera phone. Please call ext. 5430 to claim.
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http://www.woffordcollege.org/blastemail
Messages must be received the day before the announcement is to be posted.
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http://www.woffordcollege.org/blastemail/lost.asp
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- The Goliard Ensemble
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The Goliard Ensemble
The Goliard Ensemble from New York will be in concert in McMillan Theatre tomorrow evening at 7 p.m. The
group features a soloist, pianist, bassoonist, and cellist. Their repertoire will consist of compositions by
Telemann, Mozart, Debussy, Schumann and Bernstein. The concert is free and is open to the public.

French Table
French Table is meeting again this semester, but under a different format. After discussions with students and
other faculty members, we have decided to meet twice a month, on Wednesdays from 12 to 13 ish in Burwell; in
some of the special downstairs dining rooms. Students and faculty will, of course, be able to use their meal plans
to get in. We also have a few tickets to give away to guests and off-campus students. However, since the rooms
are small and cannot accommodate more than a certain number of persons (and because the kitchen staff needs to
know how many of us will attend) I will need to know who will come (this is for students and guests) by Tuesday
early afternoon (each Tuesday before the meeting). Feel free to invite francophones/Francophiles that you know,
the FL dept and the Dean of the College have agreed to pay for their lunches.
These are the dates when we will congregate:
Wednesday Feb. 25th in the President's Dinning Room. (it's tiny, but that's all I could get for this week).
Wednesday March 10th in the Dean's Dining Room
Wednesday March 24th in the Dean's Dining Room
Wednesday April 14th in the Dean's Dining Room
Wednesday April 28th in the Holcombe Room
Wednesday May 5th in the Dean's Dining Room

Elections

Judicial Elections will be held this Wednesday from 7:00AM to 7:00PM. After the tremendous success in voter
turnout last week, the elections will be conducted online once again. Please be sure that your mailbox (inbox,
deleted items folder, and sent items folder) is not over its size limit.

Photography Exhibition on Display through Friday

The current exhibition of photographs by Wofford professors D. R. Davis and Peter Schmunk will be on display
through this week. If you have not yet been able to tour the show in the Sandor Teszler Library, you have an
opportunity this week.

Next FCA Meeting

The next meeting of Fellowship of Christian Athletes will be Wednesday, February 24 in McMillan Theater. The
meeting starts at 9:00pm. The Women's Basketball team will be recognized and your fellow students will share in
worship with music and testimony.

Interviewing Techniques Workshops

The Career Services Office is holding an Interviewing Techniques Workshops this week for those interviewing
for the Milliken summer internships and for any senior who will be interviewing as part of a job hunt. Time and
date: Tues., Feb. 24 - 12:00 noon - 12:55 PM - Milliken Amphitheater

Helmus Deadline March 1

Need money? Don't forget the March 1st deadline for submissions to the Wofford Helmus Contest.
The Helmus Award is given to two students each year in the areas of poetry and short fiction, so even if you don't
consider yourself much of a 'writer,' don't pass up this opportunity to make money. Please submit all work and/or
questions to Kenny Camacho, editor of The Journal either by campus mail at CPO 365 or email at
camachokm@wofford.edu.

Sunny Saturday

Twin Towers will be sponsoring Sunny Saturday this Saturday, the 28th from 11-1 in the Greene Hall Lobby. We
will be spending time and doing activities with mentally disabled adults from the Charles Lea Center. Everyone is
welcome! Contact Hayley O'Connor (oconnorhe@wofford.edu) or Jordan Thrasher (thrasherjs@wofford.edu)
with questions.

Soup Kitchen Fund Raising Drive

Nice, hearty meals on Easter Day are a common event. The Religious Life Council wants to help provide such a
meal for those who will be at the Soup Kitchen for Easter. As part of Religious Emphasis Week, we will have a
table in Burwell during lunch and dinner, Tuesday-Thursday, for collecting donations for this. Our goal is to have
all students contribute $1 towards this cause (more than $1 is of course welcome.) We hope you will join us in
assisting the important work the Soup Kitchen does for our community.

Campus Crusade for Christ

Campus Crusade will meet tonight at 6:00 for praise & worship and Bible Study in Dupre Lounge. We hope to
see you there.

Hypnotist Tonight

Tonight at 8:00 in Leonard Auditorium the hypnotist, Michael C. Anthony, will be performing. He uses Wofford
students as his subjects, so bring any friends who love to be in the spotlight. SAC is sponsoring this event again
this year and it's going to be hilarious, so come and have a blast.

Get $50 for a picture

The deadline for Terrier Play Day T-shirt Entries is Feb. 27th. Remember, the winner will receive 50 bucks. You
may send all drawings to CPO 566. Please call ext X5444 if you have any questions.

Student Research Meeting

Topics for this meeting include
(1)a model for a interdisciplinary Wofford team in collaborative research with students in another country,
(2)update on status of our funding proposal,
(3)update on action to include student research mentoring in Faculty Handbook, and
(4)identify other specific barriers and needs to enable student research projects at Wofford.
All interested students, faculty and staff are invited. Tuesday, February 24, Dean's Dining Room in Burwell
building, 11:00 am. Lunch will be provided.
Please let me know if you plan to attend so I can make the chair count agree with the head count.
Dr. Don Scott, Ext. 4643, ScottDM@Wofford.Edu

Class Rings

Order your class rings now. Josten will be taking orders for class rings on Tuesday, Feb 24 from 10:00 a.m. - 3:00
p.m. in the lounge of the Campus Life Building. Come by and order your rings.

Sptbg Little Theatre

...is seeking 'Sharks' for the upcoming production of 'West Side Story.' All dancers attend rehearsals from 2-4 PM
on Saturdays. There are also shorter rehearsal times on Sundays, Mondays and Tuesdays...the exact times and
length of rehearsal time will vary by character. For details, contact David Zabriskie at
dzabriskie@ebankfirstnational.com
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- Football DVD Now Available
- Religion in America Guest Speakers February 26th
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Football DVD Now Available

A commemorative DVD highlighting the 2003 Wofford football team's Southern Conference championship
season is now available for purchase.
The DVD provides a weekly recap of the Terriers' run to the Division I-AA national semifinals and exclusive
locker room footage. The cost is $15. An additional $3 is added for mailing and shipping. The DVDs can be
purchased in the Wofford athletic office or by ordering over the phone (864-597-4090) via a credit card.

Religion in America Guest Speakers February 26th

You are invited to hear three guest speakers on American religions this Thursday afternoon: Rev. Meg Barnhouse,
Unitarian Universalist Church, Spartanburg; Mr. Bhamar Trivedo, Milliken Corporation, on Hinduism; and
librarian Tim Brown on Buddhism. Thursday, February 26th, 3-6 p.m., AAAS Room of Burwell.

Next FCA Meeting

The next meeting of Fellowship of Christian Athletes will be Wednesday, February 24 in McMillan Theater. The
meeting starts at 9:00pm. The Women's Basketball team will be recognized and your fellow students will share in
worship with music and testimony.

Photography Exhibition on Display through Friday

The current exhibition of photographs by Wofford professors D. R. Davis and Peter Schmunk will be on display
through this week. If you have not yet been able to tour the show in the Sandor Teszler Library, you have an
opportunity this week.

From Career Services

Would you like to teach some of the best and the brightest? What if you could coach or lead another activity in
which you excel? But what if you aren't certified? Come to Career Services to learn about teaching in
independent schools. The Southern Teachers Agency will hold interviews (min. GPA - 2.8) for teaching positions
on Wednesday, March 10. Come by or call (4260) Career Services to sign up for an interview time and to submit
your resume.

Soup Kitchen Fund Raising Drive

Nice, hearty meals on Easter Day are a common event. The Religious Life Council wants to help provide such a
meal for those who will be at the Soup Kitchen for Easter. As part of Religious Emphasis Week, we will have a
table in Burwell during lunch and dinner, Tuesday-Thursday, for collecting donations for this. Our goal is to have
all students contribute $1 towards this cause (more than $1 is of course welcome.) We hope you will join us in
assisting the important work the Soup Kitchen does for our community.
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An Evening with C.S. Lewis

Tonight's performance with David Payne performing "An Evening with CS Lewis" is still on for 8pm in
McMillan Theatre. Payne’s performance recently aired on British television and received outstanding reviews.
Though British author C.S. Lewis has been dead for more than 40 years, almost all of his books are still in print
and are selling better than they ever have. Lewis’s academic books remain essential reading for students of
English literature, and his novels continue to sell in the thousands. His Christian books, which made him one of
the 20th century’s foremost Christian Apologists, still have enormous sway. So, come out tonight at 8pm in
McMillan for an unforgettable performance.

Soup Kitchen Fund Raising Drive

Nice, hearty meals on Easter Day are a common event. The Religious Life Council wants to help provide such a
meal for those who will be at the Soup Kitchen for Easter. As part of Religious Emphasis Week, we will have a
table in Burwell during lunch and dinner, Tuesday-Thursday, for collecting donations for this. Our goal is to have
all students contribute $1 towards this cause (more than $1 is of course welcome.) We hope you will join us in
assisting the important work the Soup Kitchen does for our community.

APO Service Fraternity Interest Meeting

Alpha Phi Omega Service Fraternity is holding an interest meeting Monday, March 1st at 8:15 P.M. in the Bonner
lobby in the Campus Life Building. APO is a national, co-ed, service fraternity based on the ideals of Leadership,
Friendship, and Service. For more information, or if you cannot come at 8:15 next Monday, contact Jonathan
Hyslop at HyslopJR@wofford.edu or extension x5311.

Souljahs for Christ – 9pm Shipp Tonight

Bible study will be tonight at 9pm in Shipp. Please come engage in our deep conversations and testimonies about
our lives as Christians.

On-Campus interviews with Cintas

Cintas will hold interviews for management trainees on Thursday, March 11. The minimum GPA is 2.5 and the
preference is for business or government majors. Please call (4260) or come by the Career Services Office to
submit a resume for pre-screening and to sign up for an interview time. For information on the company, go to
http://www.cintas.com.
March Madness the Wofford Way
Get your teams together for the Inaugural Student Alumni Association 3 on 3 Basketball Tournament and
Cookout - Sunday, March 14th in Andrews Field House. The tournament will start at 2pm and our champions
will be crowned around 6:30pm. It is $15 per team of three, each player will receive a tournament t-shirt and a
chance to win the championship - trophy and $25each in Terrier Bucks from Food Services. We encourage all to
play - male, female, coed, faculty/staff teams! Sign up in Burwell at lunch the week of March 1 - 5 or register
with Andre Caldwell or Rob Williams caldwellab@wofford.edu or williamsrs@wofford.edu Please register by
March 8th and make checks payable to Wofford SAA. Great Prizes, Hoops & Fun.

